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  Phaedon


                                   Or On the Soul , Ethical


                              The Persons of The Dialogue

                  Echecrates , Phaedon , Apollodorus , Socrates , 

           Cebes , Simmias , Crito , The Servant of The Eleven 


Echecrates : 1 Was Self , O Phaedon , present with Socrates on that day , 
A                         ,  
in which he drank the potion in prison , or did thou hear of it from another person ?

Phaedon :  Self , O Echecrates.
                 
Echecrates : What then indeed , are the kind of Logos the man spoke prior to his death ? 

And how did he meet his end ?  For I would be pleased to hear this .

And since neither does anyone at all of the citizens of Phlius visit Athens nowadays , 
B 
nor has any visitor come from there for a long time , who could give us a clear report

of that which happened in regards to this , except that he thus drank the potion indeed    
        ’
and died ; but had no further details to report .

Phaedo :  Did thou not even hear the news about the way in which the trial took place ?  

Echecrates :  Yes, someone did bring news to us about that , but we wondered indeed ,   

that self took place a long time ago yet it appears he was put to death much later . 

Why was that the case , O Phaedo?

Phaedo : Self came together by a certain Destiny , Echecrates. For it so happened ,    
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that the day before the trial , the stern of the ship that the Athenians 

send to  Delos , had been crowned with garlands .

Echecrates :  What ship is this , then ?
                         ’
Phaedon:  This is the ship , as the Athenians say , in which Theseus once departed , 
’
taking Two groups of Seven , to Crete, and both selves were saved and Self was saved . 
’
So they vowed then to Apollo, as the story goes , that if they were saved , to bring about  

a mission to Delos every year. This has always been so and even now they send forth    
B
a mission such as this to The God . Surely then selves have a law to keep the city pure , 
’
during this time , and thus , once the mission has started , no one may be executed  by  

democratic consent , until the ship has made its journey to Delos and again returned here ,

hence this sometimes takes a long time , whenever the winds happen to delay selves .   
’
Therefore ,  the beginning of the mission starts when the priest of Apollo crowns  
C’
the stern of the ship , and this happened , as I say , the day before the trial took place .
’ 
Because of This , Socrates remained a long time in prison between the trial 

and his death .


Echecrates:  2 But then , what about the details pertaining to his self death , O Phaedo?   

What were the Logos and deeds , and who were present of the followers of the man ?  

Or did the authorities not allow them to be present , so that he met his end bereft of friends? 
’
Phaedon:  In no way ! For some were present , and many more indeed .
D
Echecrates:  Please be willing to relate to us all these details as clearly as possible,  

if thou does not happen to be occupied with something else .

Phaedon:  But I do indeed have the leisure and I will attempt to tell thee in detail . 
                  
and since it is always the greatest pleasure to remember Socrates , 
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by talking about Self myself and by listening to someone else .

Eche:  Truly then , thou indeed has hearers such as these , O Phaedo ;    

so would thou attempt to tell us every detail as exactly as thou possibly can .

Phae:  And for me at least , being present was truly a wonderful experience . For while 
E
being present at the death of that man , I did not feel pity, as expected ; for the man     

appeared like a Good Daimon to me , O Echecrates , both in his Disposition and Logos’ ,

since he met his end  Fearlessly and Nobly , so that it occurred to me that neither in that place of 
’
Hades , was he going to be without Divine Providence , but that There also he would fare Well ,

upon arriving , if ever yet anyone else had . Surely for all these reasons I had no feeling   

of pity , such as would seem natural to my present sorrow, nor in turn any pleasure ,   

since we engaged in Philosophy , just as we had been accustomed to do –  for indeed 

The Logos’ were of that sort – but what an exclusively strange experience came over me,

an unusual mixture sprung from both pleasure and pain blended together at the same time

by taking to heart , that presently , That was about to come to an end .       

And nearly all those present were affected in a similar way , on the one hand , sometimes 

laughing , then on the other hand , at other times , weeping ; but especially one of us ; 

Apollodoros ; for I suppose you know  the man and the way of Self  .
B 
Echecrates:  How could I not ? (
Phaedon:  Thus accordingly that man was altogether in this condition ,  

and Self for my part was perturbed in four ways and so were the others . 

Echecrates:  Who then , O Phaedo, were those who happened to be present ?

Phaedon:  Of the native countrymen present , there was this Apollodorus ,  

and Critoboulos and his father (Crito), and besides  Hermogenes and Epigenes 

and Aeschines and Antisthenes ;  and Ctesippus of Paeane was there and Menexenus 
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and some other countrymen  ; but Plato, I believe, was ill .

Echecrates:  Were some foreigners present ?
C
Phaedon:  Yes indeed , Simmias the Theban and both Cebes and Phaidonides , 

 and from Megara both Euclides and Terpsion .

Echecrates: Who else ? Were Aristippus and Cleombrotus present ?  

Phaedon:  No.  For they were said to be in Aegina .

Echecrates:  Was there anyone else present then ?

Phaedon:  I think these were about all present .

Echecrates:  Please , what then ? What do you say were The Logos’ ?


Phaedon:   3      I will try to describe in detail to thee , everything , from the beginning .  
D
For indeed on the previous days , both the others and I were always in the habit    

of visiting with Socrates  .  We gathered together at dawn at the court , in which the trial 

took place ; for it was close to the prison . Thus each day we were in the habit of     

waiting around , spending time discussing things with each other , until the prison      
’
should open , for it did not open early . But when it opened , we used to go in to Socrates 

and spend most of the day with Self .  But on this day we gathered together even earlier . 
’
Since on the previous day , in the evening when we came out of  the prison    

we heard news that the ship from Delos would be arriving . Thus we agreed    
E
with each other to come to the usual place as early as possible .  When we arrived the 

gatekeeper came out to us , the very man who usually answered our knock , and told us  

to wait and not to enter  , until he should tell us to .  “For The Eleven ,” said he ,   

“are releasing Socrates and giving him the word on how his death will take place today .”

Thus , after waiting not or a long time he came and told us to go in .
  ’ 
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So we went in and on the one hand , found Socrates recently released from his chains ,  

and on the other hand , Xanthippe -for you know her- sitting by him and holding the child

of Self . Thus when Xanthippe saw us , she cried out and said the sort of thing that  
’
women usually do say as ; “O Socrates, now is truly the last time your close friends will   

talk to thee and thou to them .” Then Socrates looking at Crito said, 

“O Crito , let someone take Self home .” And at that time , on the one hand , some of  

Crito’s  people , led her away lamenting and beating her breast ; while on the other hand ,
                
Socrates sat upright on the bed , bent his leg and rubbed it with his hand ,  
B
with his hand ,  and at the same time that he was rubbing said:   “How strange , O men , 

this thing seems to be , which human-beings call pleasure ; how wonderfully it is  

naturally-disposed to that which is believed to be its opposite, the painful , since on the 

one hand , they will not come to be together , at the same time (59A) , in the human self 

but if , on the other hand , anyone pursues and catches the one , they are almost sure to 

necessarily catch the other also, just as if two were United-together from One Summit , 

and it seems to me if Aesop had envisioned selves, he would have composed a myth, that

God wished to Reconcile the warring opposition of selves , but since it was not possible ,
C
United their Self Summits to The Same , and by this whichever one may be present ,  

the other one will also follow later. Thus , The Same Reconciliation also seems fitting 

for me , seeing that just as at one time the chains caused suffering in my leg , but now 

the pleasant has come to Light following after (the suffering) . 
 

4   Then Cebes intervened and said: Yes by Zeus, O Socrates, you did well to remind me.

For some others have already asked me about the poems which thou has put to verse ;   

The Logos’ of Aesop and the introduction to The Hymn to Apollo , and even 
D 
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the day before yesterday Euenos asked , what in the world thou has in mind .  

For ever since thou came to prison , thou has produced selves  , thou who has never       
     
produced poetry before ! Therefore , if thou cares what I have to answer to Euenos ,    

 when he asks me again , as I well know (he will) , please tell me , what I should say .”

Socrates: Now then , tell him , The Truth , O Cebes , that having written these ,    

I did not intend to rival him nor the poems of self ,  for I knew that would not   

be easy, but I was trying to find what was the meaning of certain Dreams , and of being  
’
Atoned , if in case the repeated commands of The Muse to me were to make This .  
E
For they were such as this ; The Same Dream having often come to me in my past life ,  

appearing to my view in one way or another , but always saying The Same Logos ;
’
“O Socrates,” It said, “Make and Work at Music.” And indeed, in times past, I thought

this was to cheer me on and to encourage me for having taken up , The Very Practice  

that my Self Was Doing , so that just as those who encourage the runners (in a race) ,    

The Dream was thus encouraging me do this; To Make Music; exactly as I Was Doing , 

by on the one hand Philosophy Being The Greatest Music , and thus on the other hand ,

I was doing this . But now, since the trial took place, and also The Festival of The God 

which was keeping me from being executed , I thought that I should , if in case the  

recurring dream was commanding me to make this kind of popular music ,    

thus I should not disobey it , and make it .  For it would be safer not to depart , until 
B
I had been Atoned by composing verses in obedience to The Dream .  

In this way then , on the one hand , I first composed to The God ,  in whose Honor 

The Present Rite was being observed . After The God , on the other hand , I realized   

that if the poet indeed cares about being a poet , he must compose myths not discourses .  
’

۞
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And Self not being a myth-maker , but through those myths of Aesop which I knew and 

had at hand ;  I then put these into verse , the first ones which I came across .  


5. This then , O Kebes , tell Euenos ; to be strong  , and if he is of Sound-mind ,  

to follow me as quickly as possible .  For I am departing  today , as it seems ,  

for Athenians so order it .
C
Simmias:  What kind of advise is this that you give to Euenos , O Socrates?   

For I have already often come across the man , and accordingly , from what I  have    

perceived , he will hardly be willing to be persuaded by thee in any way at all . 
’
Socrates:  How can that be ? Is Euenos not a Philosopher ?

Simmias:  To me at least , he seems to be .

Socrates:  Accordingly then , Euenos should be willing , and all those who have a Share 

of this life’s Work in a Worthy Way . But equally however , Self should not do violence  

for that , they say , is not Lawful .   

Phaedon: And at the same time he said this , he set down his feet upon The Earth ,  
D
and sitting henceforth in this way , the rest (of the discourse) was completed .

Cebes:  What do you mean by this , O Socrates, that it is not Lawful for Oneself   

to do violence , but yet , that The Philosopher should follow after one that is dying ?        
   ’
Socrates:  What is this , O Cebes, have thou and Simmias not heard about such matters ,  

being closely connected with Philolaus (A Pythagorean) ?
             ;
Cebes:  Nothing clear-plain-sure indeed , O Socrates .

Socrates:  Indeed , I also speak about selves from hearsay, but I do not think it is              

thus wrong  to tell what I happened to have heard . For it is perhaps especially fitting 

since I am about to journey There , and so to both thoroughly examine   
E
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and mythologize about the journey to That Place , what kind of Place we think Self is .   

For what else should one do in the time before The Sun sets ?


Cebes : 6   Whatever then is the reason , O Socrates , for them to say that it is not Lawful 

for Self to kill Oneself ? For I at least have already heard Philolaus also , say as thou said

just now , when he was living with us , and I have also already heard it from others ;         
  ’
that one must not do this ; but I have never heard anyone at all give a clear account 

about Selves .

Socrates:  Then you must take heart , for thou may presently hear one.  And it may  

perhaps appear Wonderful to thee , if this alone , out of all the other Laws , is Simple . 

And it never happens to humans , just as it does in all other cases ,  but that there are 

times when , it is Better for some to die than it is to live ; and it will perhaps appear to be

Strange to thee , if then these people for whom it is better to die , cannot do Good  

for Themselves , without committing some impiety to Selves ,  

but must wait for someone else to do The Good Deed .

Cebes : (Laughing quietly and speaking in his own dialect said ) Zeus knows it is !

Socrates:  Indeed so , for it might appear irrational when put in this way , but perhaps ,
B’’
could it not equally indeed have some Logos in it ?  Therefore on the one hand there is 
’
The Doctrine put in the language of  The Mysteries about Selves , that human-beings 

are in some kind of “Tour of Duty” and that one must truly neither free Oneself  

nor escape from this , and seems to me a Great (61A) Doctrine and not easy   

to thoroughly discern ; but nevertheless the following indeed appears well said to me , 

O Kebes ; that The Gods are our Superintendants and that we human-beings are one   

of the Possessions belonging to The Gods ; or does thou believe that this is not the case ?
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Cebes : To me , it is indeed the case . ( 
Socrates:  And is it not also the case that thou would be severe with any self of those   
C
of thine possessions if self killed themselves , when thou had not given any sign that 

thou wished self to die , and if thou could give some penalty , thou would penalize self ?
  
Cebes : By all means (’) .

[Apology 28C : Evidence of The Great Doctrine . Socrates: Men of Athens , thou does 
not speak well , if , thou thinks a man in whom there is even a little merit , ought to 
consider danger of life or death , and not rather , regard this only , when he does anything
, whether the things he does are right or wrong and the acts of a good or bad man …28D 
For in Truth , so it is ; that wherever a man stations himself, thinking it is best to be there,
or is stationed by his commander , there he must remain , as it seems to me , and run his 
risks , considering neither death nor any other thing that is inclined towards that which is 
disgraceful\ ugly\deformed\not beautiful\discordant\unmusical\. 
                      Then , gentlemen , I should have been acting strangely , if , at Poteidaia and
Amphipolis and Delion , I stayed , where I was posted by the captains whom you had 
chosen to command me , like anyone else , and risked death ; but where God Posted me , 
as I thought and believed , with The Duty to be a Philosopher and test myself and others ,
There, I should fear either death or anything else , and , desert my Post ? Strange indeed 
it would be , and then truly , anyone might have brought me to court Justly , and affirmed
that I did not believe in God , because I disbelieved in The Oracle , and feared death , and
thought I was wise when I was not . For to fear death , gentlemen , is only , to think you 
are wise , when you are not ; for it is , to think you know what you do not know . No one 
knows whether death is really the greatest blessing a man can have , but they fear it , as 
the greatest curse , as if they knew well . Surely this is the disgraceful kind of ignorance , 
to think one knows , what one does not know . But perhaps in this also , gentlemen , I am 
different from the general run of mankind, and if I should claim to be wiser than someone
in something , it would be this , that I do not know well enough about what happens in 
the House of Hades , so I do not think I know , but , to do wrong and disobey those who 
are Better than myself , whether God or man , that I know to be disgraceful .]

Socrates:  Perhaps now then , according to this perspective , it is not irrational , that one 

must not kill Self beforehand , until God should send some necessity to do so ,  

just as the one which is now present to us .


Cebes:  7  This certainly seems likely indeed . But as for what thou were just saying , that

Philosophers must be willing and ready to die , seems reasonably strange , O Socrates ,  

if indeed , what we said just now has been well said , namely , that God is our 
D
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Superintendant and that we are His possessions . For it is not reasonable that Those  

who are most Mindful should not resent leaving This Service , in which , The Gods ,      

who are The Best Overseers of The Real Beings , are Watching Over Selves !  

For surely Self cannot think that It will indeed be able to take better care of Itself when 

It is free ; but a thoughtless man might easily think this ; that one must escape from their 
’’
Master ; and they would indeed not reason , that they must not flee from The Good ,    
E 
but remain at Their side as long as possible, wherefore it would be unreasonable to flee , 
’
but the Intelligent would surely always desire to be next to One Better than self .             

And so , O Socrates , from this point of view , the opposite is likely to be the case rather  

than what was just now said ; for on the one hand those that are “Mindful” would clearly 

resent dying  , whereas on the other hand , those that are “mindless” would rejoice .
’ 
Phaedo : It  seemed to me that when Socrates heard this , he was Pleased by the 

resourcefulness of Cebes , and glancing at us ,  he said …

Socrates : Cebes is always closely examining some Logos , and he is certainly 

not willing to be quickly persuaded , by what anyone may say .

Simmias: O Socrates, it seems to me that Cebes now has something to say about self . 

For why should the wise truly wish to flee from Masters that are Better than selves           

and be done with Selves , so easily ?  And it seems to me that Cebes aims his Logos  

at thee , because thou are intending to leave us so easily , and Those Good Rulers , 

that Self agrees , are The Gods.”

Socrates: What you say , is Just . For I believe you mean , that it is necessary for me  
B
to make an apology for these Doctrines , just as I did in court .

Simmias:  By all means 
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Soc:    8    Come along then , I will try to defend us more persuasively than in regards to

that jury. For on the one hand, O Simmias and Cebes, I would be wrong , by not resenting

death , if first of all ,  I did not consider that I shall be present with Those Gods that are 

Wise and Good , and later with human-beings who have completed life that are better      
’
than those here . But , as the case now stands , be Well Assured , and that I hope       
C
to reach the company of those that are good braves .This last , I would not entirely    
’
confidently affirm ; however , that I shall be in the company of Gods who are Altogether

Good Masters ,  of that be Well Assured ,  if really I could confidently affirm this or   

any other matter such as this . Similarly , through these Doctrines , the result is that   
                                             
I am not resentful , but I have Good hope that there is something in store for those 

that have completed life , and , indeed , just as it has been said from ancient times ,  

it is much better for the good than for the corrupt .

Simmias:  What then ,O Socrates ? Do you intend to depart while keeping This Self 
D
Understanding in your Mind , or will you also Share It with us ?  For to me at least , This 

appears to be The Common Good , and at the same time consider it as thine defense , 
 
if what thou says convinces us .

Socrates:  I will try , but first then let us see to the following , what it is that Crito, I think

has been wanting to say to me for some time 
       .
Crito:  What else , O Socrates , but that which the man who is to give you the potion 

has been telling me for some time , he says that you should talk as little as possible .

For he says talking causes much heat , and thus , one should not to do this before taking   

the potion , for if not , sometimes it becomes necessary to make such persons drink  
E 
this potion twice and even thrice .
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Socrates: Allow self to care ; but only let himself be prepared to give it twice ,        

and then if necessary , even thrice . 
.
Crito:  I was already quite sure what thou would say , but he has been pouring scenarios 

on me for some time ( . 
Socrates: Allow self , but I now wish to give The Logos to thee , to those who are truly
’
judges , as to why it has come to Light to me that a person who has truly spent their life   

being engaged in Philosophy should be of Good cheer when being about to die and   

to be of Good hope that he will attain The Greatest Good There , upon the completion  
A
of his life . Thus, I will try to tell thee ,Simmias and Cebes, how this may thus be so.  
 -  ’
                                                             The Great Doctrine
9   For it is very likely that so many others happen to be unaware , that those who pursue   

Philosophy Correctly , pursue contacting nothing else than Dying and Being Dead .  

If , therefore , this is True , it would be without a doubt , strange , on the one hand , that  

having been eager for nothing else than This all their life , but then on the other hand ,    

upon arriving , they resent That which they eagerly Desired and Practiced for so long .

Simmias: (Laughing) By Zeus , O Socrates , you made me laugh , though presently    
B            ()
I was certainly in no laughing mood . For I indeed suspect that the majority of people ,     

on hearing this  , will believe that it describes The Philosophers “quite well” ,   
, 
and on the one hand our people at home would quite manifestly and quite thoroughly agree , 
’
that Philosophers are engaged in (the business of) death , and on the other hand ,     

that they are not indeed unaware , that They are deserving of this circumstance .

Socrates: They would be telling The Truth O Simmias , except for their being aware . 
’
For they are truly unaware of the way True Philosophers are engaged in Death      

and of the way They are Deserving of Death , 
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and of The Kind of Death it is .  For taking our leave from talking about those people ;  

let us talk in relation to our Selves . Are we led to believe there is such a thing as Death ?
C
Simmias:  (Taking up the discourse-) Most certainly (  .) !
Socrates: Take notice then is It not anything else than The Separation of The Soul from 

the body? And on the one hand, this it is, to be dead, when the body comes to be free , 

self according to self separate from The Soul , whereas on the other hand , The Soul   
neuter)’
comes to be released and separate from the body , Self according to Self ? 
feminine)’
Accordingly then , is Death anything else than This ?

Simmias:  No , it is nothing else than this ( .) .
Socrates: Consider then , O good friend , whether thou also then share the same opinion 
D
as I do .   For out of these conclusions , I believe , we will better enter into that which     
        
we are investigating .    Does it appear to thee that a Philosophically Virile Person 

eagerly pursues the so-called pleasures ,  like those concerned with eating and drinking ?

Simmias: The least of all , O Socrates ().
Socrates: What then ? How about those concerned with sexual stimulation ?
                    
Simmias: Not in any way . (.) .
Socrates: What then ? How about the other pleasures concerned with the therapy of 

the body ;  Does it seem to thee to be held in great esteem by Such a person ?   

How about such as that which traffics in buying clothes and shoes and the other   
E   
ornaments for the body ; does it seem to thee that they will either value or disdain them , 

except as far as it is necessary that one Partake of selves , and not any more ?
’
Simmias: To me , it appears that one is Truly a Philosopher who Disdains them indeed .  

Socrates: Does it not wholly appear to thee , that the business of Such a Person , 

is not concerned with the body, but that they stay aloof from the body of Self ,                

since they have Turned-Around towards The Soul , as far as They are able ?
’
Simmias: It does to me at least . (
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Socrates: Take notice then , first on the one hand , it is clear by these conclusions that   
’
The Philosopher Liberates The Soul from the association with the body   

by as much as possible , above all other human-beings ?
 
Simmias: So it has come to Light (.).
Socrates: And certainly most people indeed believe , O Simmias , that One who neither 

takes pleasure in such things nor partakes of selves , does not deserve to be alive , 

but is close to reaching the dead ;              The Very One who is not at all being Mindful
’ 
of the pleasures that arise through the body . 

Simmias: What you say is quite true  . 


Socrates:   10   Surely then , what about the acquisition of Their Self Mindfulness ? 

Is the body an obstacle or it is not , whenever one takes it along in common in the 

search ?           I mean the following , do human-beings Comprehend any Truth by sight  
B 
and by hearing , or is it such as even the poets are also forever murmuring to us , that     

we neither hear nor see anything Accurately ? And surely if these perceptions related to 
’t
he body are thus neither Accurate nor Clear , hardly indeed , could the other senses ; 

for surely they are all inferior to these ? Or do you not think so ?

Simmias: I do , by all means (
Socrates: When does The Soul Grasp The Truth then ?  For , on the one hand , 
        
when She attempts to examine anything with the body, it is clear that at that time ,  

The Soul is thoroughly beguiled by self .
’
Simmias: You speak The Truth (           
Socrates: Take notice then , is it not in The Reasoning/Logical-Inference , 
C
if indeed anywhere , that any of The Real Beings become quite clear to Self ?

Simmias: Yes (.
Socrates: Then on the other hand , surely She Reasons Best indeed , when none  
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of these make Self suffer ; by not hearing nor seeing nor suffering nor by any pleasure , 

but whenever Self is Especially/Most by Self , by taking leave of the body , and as far as
’’’
possible , having no association or contact with self , She Reaches for Being/Reality .

Simmias: That is so (.
Socrates: Is this also not the case then , that The Soul of The Philosopher most disdains 
D
the body and flees from self , for She seeks to come to Be Self  according to Self ?
’’
Simmias: So it has come to Light (.
Socrates: But what about the following then , O Simmias ? 
        
Do we say that there is a Certain Self Justice , or not?

Simmias: We certainly say so , by Zeus (.
Socrates: And indeed a Certain Beauty and Good  ? (
Simmias: How could we not (’
Socrates: Have you ever then seen any of Such Beings directly with thine eyes ?

Simmias: In no way (.
Socrates: But has thou grasped Selves through any other of the bodily perceptions  ?
’
For I mean all Those such as Magnitude , Health , Strength , and in One Logos ,   

The Ousia of All The Others , whatever Each Self happens to Really Be . 
E 
Accordingly then , is That which is Most True of Selves Contemplated through   

the body , or does it happen in the following way ; whosoever of us Prepare Themselves 

and Most Accurately Understand Each Self which They investigate ;   

This Person will approach the closest to The Intuitive-Knowledge of Each Being ?

Simmias: By all means .(.
Socrates: Take notice then , That Person will do this Most Perfectly , who most   
’
approaches towards each Being with The Self Understanding without associating their   

sight with their Understanding nor dragging any other sense perception , not one , with 
66A  
Their Reasoning, but uses The Understanding that one Purifies , Self By Self , and     
   ’’
tries to track down Each of The Unalloyed Beings , Self By Self , by Liberating Oneself
’
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as far as possible from the eyes and ears , and in a word , from the sum of the body,       

since it troubles The Soul and does not enable Her to acquire Truth and Mindfulness   

when She is so associated . Is it not This One who reaches Being if anyone does , O Simmias ?
’
Simmias:  What you say, is Exceedingly True , O Socrates .               
                  
.
Socrates:  11  Is it not necessarily the case then , that all this makes The Noble Philosophers 
B
believe and say in relation to the others something like this :    “Inasmuch as there is likely to be 

just as if there were A Straight Path with No Deviations to guide us along with The Logos in the  

consideration that as long as we possess the body and Our Soul , She is contaminated with    

such a corrupting agent , we shall never sufficiently attain what we desire ; and we affirm this   

to be The Truth . For on the one hand , the body keeps us busy in numberless ways through 

 66C its need for sustenance ; and on the other hand , when any disease befalls it , it will impede  

our chase for Being/Reality . For the body fills us with many passions , desires , 

fears , and all sorts of illusions and foolishness , so that , as the saying goes , “in Truth and in

Reality, not any Mindfulness of any kind whatsoever arises in us because of self ”. For the body
’
and its desires , give us nothing other than war , civil discord and battles ,   

for all wars arise through the acquisition of possessions , for it is for the sake of the body   

66D that we are compelled to acquire riches , being enslaved to its care ; because through and 

out of all this , we have no leisure for Philosophy .  But worst of all , the fact is that 
’
if there arises for us some rest from self and we turn to some study , everywhere  
’
in our search , it again falls in and presents itself in a clamor , and pouring in , it drives us out   

of our mind , so that we are not enabled by self to behold The Truth , but as it has Truly been  
’
shown to us that , if ever we intend to enter into a Certain Pure state , One must be Liberated   

66E from self and we must behold The Self Realities with The Self  Soul ; and at that time , 

as it seems likely , shall we attain to That which we desire and of which we claim to be Lovers ; 
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of Mindfulness , when we are Dead , as The Logos points out , but not while we Live . For if

it is not possible to Intuitively-Know in a Pure Way with the body , then one of two results 

is the case , either we can never Know That which is to be possessed or when we are Dead ; for  

at that time , The Soul will be Self By Self , Separate from the body , but not before .    
’’
And while we Live , as seems likely , we shall be closest to knowing ,  in the following way

when we neither associate nor commune with the body as much as possible , not any more than  

is necessary , we must not be filled with this nature , but we must Purify ourselves from self ,  
’
until The Divine Self should Liberate us ; and being thus Purified , on the one hand , by having 

been Liberated of the mindlessness of the body , we shall be likely to be with Such a Kind 

and through Our Selves , we shall Know All that is Pure ; and on the other hand , this is likely  
’’
to be The Truth . For it is not Lawful for that which is not pure to attain That which is Pure .   
B
Such I believe , O Simmias , must be The Doctrine we repeat to each other and believe ; at least   

all Those who are Rightly Lovers of Learning .  Or does thou not believe in this way ?

Simmias: I most certainly do indeed , O Socrates ! 
. 

Socrates:  12    Is it not the case then , O Companion , that if this is True , there is Great Hope 

when I arrive where I am going , if  indeed if anywhere , I shall There , possess That  

which has inspired much diligent study in our past life , so that the journey   

67C which has indeed now been mandated to me , arises with Good Hope , which Leads Those  

who Prepared Their Understanding , and other people ,  just as if They had been Purified .

Simmias:  It most certainly is indeed , O Socrates ! 

Socrates: But accordingly , does This Purification not turn out to be , what we mentioned in  

The Logos some time ago , to Separate The Soul from the body as far as possible

and to be accustomed to Gather Herself Together from all quarters and to Collect Self  

By Self out of the body and to dwell Alone By Self , as far as She is able
’’
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67D both now and in the future , being Liberated from , as it were , the chains of the body ?       

Simmias: By all means . (
Socrates: And is it not the case that this Liberation and Separation of The Soul from the body  

is indeed called Death ?

Simmias: That is altogether indeed the case ! (
Socrates: Then  only Those who Practice Philosophy in the Right way , as we say ,  are always 

indeed most eager to Liberate Self , and This Liberation and Separation of The Soul  

from the body is The Self Study/Exercise of The Philosophers , or is it not ?

Simmias: So it has come to Light .(
Socrates: Is it not the case then , as I said in the beginning , that it would be absurd for a brave 

67E to prepare himself in life as close as possible to Being Dead , and live in this way ,   
’
and when This Self comes , to be perturbed . Would this not be absurd ?
’        ;
Simmias: How could it not ? 
’ 
Socrates: Accordingly then , O Simmias , in Reality , Those who Practice Philosophy Correctly

are Studying to Die , and Selves fear Death least , of all human-beings .                But consider it  

from this perspective : For if on the one hand , they have been altogether set apart from the body  

and are accordingly eagerly desirous to have Their Soul Self by Self ,               would it not be  
’
quite irrational , on the other hand , if they would be afraid and perturbed when this happens , or   

if they would not gladly set out for That place , for which those that arrive , there is hope to attain

That which they yearned for throughout their life ; for they yearned for Mindfulness ; and 

having crossed over from that association from which selves have been Liberated  ?

Furthermore on the one hand  , surely it is the case with most human-beings , that at the death of 

their beloved youths and wives and sons , they have been quite willing to go to Hades , being led 
    
by this hope ; that of seeing there ,                those for whose company they long for and of being

with selves ; shall One who is Truly A Lover of Mindfulness , who also holds to much this same

hope , but Reasons that they will never worthily encounter Self anywhere else except in Hades,   
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68B   is perturbed at dying and not be glad to be There ? One must indeed believe , O my      

companion , if he is indeed A True Philosopher , that he is firmly convinced , that he will never  

encounter Pure Mindfulness anywhere else but There . But if this happens to be so , just  as 
’
I said just now , would it not be quite irrational , if such a person would fear death ?

Simmias: Quite so , by Zeus . (

Socrates : 13 Is it not the case then that thou has sufficient positive proof , that this brave whom

thou would see being perturbed at the eventuality of Death , was accordingly not a Philosopher ,  
’
68C but a lover of the body ? For this is the self which also happens to be , to some degree           
       
a lover of riches and a lover of honors , or one of these or both .

Simmias: It is certainly in this way just as thou says .

Socrates: Take notice then , O Simmias , does not what is called Virility also properly belong , 

especially , to  those who have  such a Disposition ?

Simmias: By all means truly indeed ! (
Socrates: Is it not also the case that The Virtue of Soundmindedness , which even the many 

call soundmindedness ; by not being swept away by one’s passions ,  but maintain themselves 
’
in a disdainful and orderly way ; does it not properly belong only to those who most accordingly  
   
68D disdain the body and Live in Philosophy ?

Simmias: Necessarily (.
Socrates: But if thou are indeed willing to bring to mind the “courage” and “soundmindedness”  

of others , they will appear to thee to be strange .

Simmias: In what way indeed , O Socrates ? ( 
Socrates: Thou knows that all the others think death is the greatest of all evils ?

Simmias: Yes indeed .(’
Socrates: Is it not the case that the “brave” among selves when submitting to death ,   

submit themselves ,  for fear of greater calamities ?

Simmias: That is so.(
Socrates: Accordingly , they are all “brave” by being afraid and out of necessity ,  except The
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Philosophers . And yet it is most irrational to be “brave” out of some need and some fear . 
E
Simmias: By all means then . (
Socrates: But what of the “orderly” among selves ?  Is not their experience the same ;   

for they are “of sound mind” out of some lack of discipline ? And yet we claim this to be quite     
     
impossible , since this simple-minded experience of “soundmindedness” turns out to be for selves
’
equally like this ; for fearing to be also deprived of those other pleasures which they desire ,   

they keep away from some for the sake of being mastered by others . Even though they do indeed
’       
A call being under the rule of the pleasures a lack of discipline ; but what is equally the case
’   
for selves is that they master certain pleasures in order to be mastered by other pleasures .   This  
’
then , is like that which we mentioned just now , that in some way , they have been made      
 ’
“mindful” by a lack of discipline .   
’ 
Simmias: For it is likely to be the case .(
Socrates: O my Blessed Simmias, this is truly not That which is The Right exchange for Virtue ;

by exchanging pleasures for pleasures , pains for pains and fears for fears ,  

and the greater for the less , just like money , but by That which is The Only Valid Currency  
’
69B for which these things must all be necessarily exchanged ; for Mindfulness .  

And on the one hand , by means of This and along with This buy and sell   

All That which is Being and Virile and Soundmindedness and Righteousness and Collectively ,

are True Virtue United with Mindfulness , whether pleasures and fears and all the other    

such-like affections be added or subtracted ; but on the other hand , very different is such a  

“virtue” that is exchanged for one another without any Mindfulness , by being that which is a  

certain outline of a shadow and possesses neither Soundness nor Truth and is truly fit for slaves,
’t
hen since The Truth is Truly A Purification from all such things ; are not Soundmindedness   
’
69C and Righteousness and Virility and Self Mindfulness a certain Rite of Initiation . And 

it is likely that those who established These Very Mystic Rites for us were not inferior persons 
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but in fact were speaking in riddles long ago by saying that whosoever should arrive in Hades 

uninitiated and unaccomplished at their purpose will lie outstretched in a barbarous-bog , 

whereas the one who arrives There having been Purified and Perfected will Dwell with 

The Gods . For as those concerned with The Mysteries surely say ,“On the one hand ,  
 .   
many are the thyrsus bearers , and on the other hand , few are The Inspired Mystics .   

But These are according to my opinion none other than Those who have Practiced Philosophy   
D’
Correctly. And surely then , in my life , as far as possible , of Which I left nothing unfinished ,  
     
but in every way I have been eager to become .  Thus if I have ever been eager to accomplish       
’
anything in The Right Way , on arriving There we shall know for certain , in a few hours    

God Willing , as it appears to me . This then , O Simmias and Cebes , is my Defense , that I 

am leaving thyselves and my masters here , without being perturbed nor without any complaint ,  
E’
by being Reasonably Lead to believe that There , no less than here , I shall find Good      

Masters as well as Good Friends , but the many do not have trust (in this) ; if then my Defense   

is any more persuasive to thee than to the Athenian jury , then it will go Well .


Phaedon :  14   When Socrates had said this , Cebes took up the Logos and said …
                            
Cebes : O Socrates , on the one hand , to me at least , everything appears to be well said ,   

on the other hand , humans are very much inclined to distrust what thou said regarding The Soul ,

but instead (believe) that when it is released from the body , She will no longer exist , and 
’
that She will be destroyed and dissolved on that day in which the human-being dies ;  as soon as  
  
She leaves the body and is departed , just as a breath or smoke She is scattered to the wind ,   

undone , being startled with fear and in no way exists anywhere . Since if indeed , She would 

gather Herself together somewhere Self according to Self and having been Freed from calamities
’
70B which you were just now going through , there would also be much good hope , O Socrates , 
 
that what you say is True .             Perhaps this does indeed not require only a few persuasive and
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trustworthy arguments , that the human soul still exists after being dead and possesses 

some power and mindfulness .

                                          (Isn’t this the route which Parmenides bade us in his Poem , not to 
travel ? For is it not the case that if we postulate that the soul will cease to exist at any time , 
then we are saying that “Not-Being-Itself” “exists” as a sort of “receptacle” into which existence 
“empties into” ? In order to deal with these benighted absurdities that arise from being 
unexercised and thus unenlightened , Socrates Purifies for us , through the Extra-Fine Filter of 
Dialectics , the following section , for our healthful consumption , I believe . JFB)
      
Socrates : What thou says is True , O Cebes , but what shall we do then ?
                        
Does thou wish to talk about whether these selves are likely to be the case or not ?

Cebes: Then I would indeed be pleased to hear any opinion thou has about selves .     

Socrates : Is it not the case indeed , that anyone who should hear me now , as I believe , 
C’
not even if he were a comic poet , would say that I am babbling and making up speeches about     
   
what is not proper .  Thus we must examine the question thoroughly, if thou thinks we should .


15. Let us examine self then , in the following way : Whether it the case that the souls   
’
of human-beings who have died , exist in some way in Hades , or not . 

                 Therefore , there is an Ancient Doctrine which we recall , that on the one hand ,   

that they are Here having arrived from There , and then again that they have indeed arrived

and come to be born Here from the dead ; and if it happens to be the case in this way , that the    
’
living are born again from the dead , then our souls would exist There , or is it some other way ?
D
For in turn , they could not have come back from anywhere , if they did not exist , and this is    

sufficient proof that this happens to be the case , if it would happen to be truly manifest  
’
that the living can in no way come into existence from any other source than from the dead .   

But on the other hand , if this is not the case , then we would need another Logos .

Cebes: By all means .(
Socrates: Now then , if thou wants to learn this easily , do not only consider human-beings ,  
’
but also take into account All animals and All plants , and in short , whatsoever possesses   
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generation , let us see with regard to All these things , if accordingly All such opposites
’
come to be from no other than from their opposites  , in as much as they happen to possess     

such a thing , such as the beautiful is somehow the opposite to the ugly and the just to the unjust . 

Surely then so also do countless other qualities have to be in this way . Then let us examine this : 

If it must be the case , that such qualities that have an opposite , come to be from no other Self  

Source than from that which is opposite to Self .   Such as when something that becomes larger , 

it must necessarily and consequently become larger from having been lesser before (Par E) ? 

Cebes: Yes. (
Socrates: And is it not the case that if the lesser comes to be , then it will come to be from 
A
being greater before and lesser later ?

Cebes: It is in this way .(
Socrates: And surely the weaker comes to be from the stronger and the swifter from the slower ?

Cebes: By all means .(
Socrates: What next ? If something inferior comes to be , would it not come from the superior , 

and the more just would come from the more unjust ?

Cebes: How could it not ? (
Socrates: Therefore we have sufficiently established this : That all things come to be in this way ;

opposite conditions or states of affairs come to be from opposite conditions or states of affairs ?

Cebes: By all means , indeed . (.)
Socrates: What is the next point then ? It is something such as this , inherent in these opposites , 
                   ’
between both of all these pairs of opposites , there are two kinds   of   generative processes   :    
           
71B On the one hand , from the one to the other , then in turn on the other hand , from the other  
’
again to the first . Between the greater and the lesser condition there is increase and decrease , 

and on the one hand, in this way we admit the one to be surpassing and the other to be 
surpassed ?

Cebes: Yes. (
Socrates: Is it not also the case that there is separating and joining , and cooling and heating 

and all such like things , even if now and then we do not possess a name for them , but in fact it 
’
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۞
must indeed exist everywhere in this way , and they come to be from one another , and   

that there is a generative process of becoming from each into each other ?

Cebes: By all means .(

Socrates: 16  What next? Is there an opposite to being alive , as being awake is to being asleep?  
71C                 
Cebes: By all means .(
Socrates: What is it ? ( ;)
Cebes: Being dead .(
Socrates: Is it not the case then , that these also come into existence from one another , if indeed 

they are opposite, and there are two processes of generation between Two Self Beings ?

Cebes: How could it be otherwise ? (
Socrates: Now then , on the one hand , I will tell thee about the one Yoked Pair which  

we were just now talking about , and also about the generative processes of  Self  , whereas    

on the other hand , thou will tell me about the other Yoked Pair . Thus I  will tell thee about  

being asleep and being awake , and that being awake comes to be from being asleep , and 

being asleep comes into existence from being awake , and to these Selves there are , on the one   

hand , the process of falling to sleep , and on the other hand , that of rising out  of sleep . 
71D’
Does this seem reasonable to thee , or not ? 
                    
Cebes: By all means .(
Socrates: Then , thou tell me also in the same way about Life and Death .  Does thou not say ,    

on the one hand , that to be Dead , is the opposite to being Alive ?

Cebes: I sure do , at least .(
Socrates: And on the other hand , that they come to be out of one another ?

Cebes: Yes.(
Socrates: Then , what comes to be out of those that are alive ?

Cebes: The dead .(
Socrates: What next ? And what comes to be out of those that are Dead ?

Cebes: One must necessarily agree that it is the Living .
                  
Socrates: Accordingly , O Cebes , both Living things and people come to be out of the Dead ?
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Cebes: 71E So it has come to Light .(
Socrates: Accordingly , our souls exist in Hades-.(invisible-knowing-
(According to Socrates in Cratylus)
Cebes: That is likely to be the case .(
Socrates: Is it not also the case then , which one of the processes of becoming , concerning these

opposites , happens to be clear ? For the process of Dying without a doubt , is clear , or is it not ?

Cebes: It most certainly is .(
Socrates: What shall we do then ? Shall we not deliver in turn the opposite generative process , 
              
Or shall Nature be lame in this case ?  Or must we necessarily Restore a process of generation  

that is opposite to that of Dying ?                                            (to render what is due)

Cebes: We must absolutely do so .(
Socrates: What is this process ? (
Cebes: The process of Returning back to Life .

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that if there is the process of Returning back to Life again , 
A
it would be The Self Generation  of Being Restored from the Dead to those that are Living ?

Cebes: By all means indeed ! (
Socrates: Accordingly then it is agreed by us , that  by This Self Process , the Living also come  

to be from the Dead , no less than the Dead from the Living .                  This then being the case ,

it certainly appears to be sufficient proof that the souls of the Dead must necessarily exist 

somewhere , from whence they can indeed come to be again .

Cebes: It appears to me , O Socrates , that this must be the case , from what we have agreed on .


Socrates:  17  See it in this way , O Cebes , since it appears to me, that we did not agree unjustly .
                          ’ 
For if  The Process of Restoration (Phi 31d-32A) did not always come to be from one opposite  
B
to the other , as if they were Going Round in a Circle , but instead , generation would proceed
’
in a straight line from only one point to its exact opposite and it did not Return back again to

the opposite by not making any return , do you realize that all things would ultimately have the  
  ’
self/same shape and they would experience the same experience and thus The Cyclical Process  

of becoming/coming to be would cease ?
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Cebes: What do you mean by this ? ( 
Socrates: What I mean ,  is nothing difficult to envision ; if , for example , there was , on the one 
                     
hand , such a process as that of going to sleep , but on the other hand , no corresponding process 
                   ’
of that of awaking from sleep ;                do you realize , that in the end , everything would exhibit
C ’ ’
the condition of Endymion as nonsense and it would appear as pointless because Everything else

would also have that same experience , and be asleep . And if on the one hand , everything was 

 joined , but on the other hand, nothing was separated , the saying of  Anaxagoras would quickly

come to be ; that  “All things are the same.”  Thus , in the same way , my dear Cebes , on the one

hand , if All those that Partake of Life were to Die , then on the other hand , when they Die  

they would Remain in this condition and not come to Life again from the Dead . Accordingly ,    

would not Everything , Necessarily and Ultimately , All be Dead and nothing Remain Alive ?  

For if on the one hand , the Living were generated out of other sources (than the Dead) , whereas
D
on the other hand , the Living continue Dying , by what means/devise would not Everything not  

be fully used-up/consumed/spent  in Death ? 

Cebes: Not one thing as it appears to me , O Socrates , since what thou appears to say , 

seems altogether true to me .
 
Socrates: As it appears to me  , O Cebes , it is , most definitely the case , and we were not 

being thoroughly beguiled when we agreed to these selves . But it is truly the case that      
’
The Cyclical Process of Returning-back to Life exists , and that the Living come to be from 

72E  the Dead , and that the souls of the Dead do exist .


Cebes: 18  And Certainly , O Socrates , such is also the case indeed , if The Doctrine is True , 
’
that thou are accustomed to say often , that Learning happens to be for us nothing other than  

Recollection , and according to this , we have Necessarily Learned , at some previous time , 

that which we now Recollect .  But this would be impossible , if our soul were not somewhere ,   
A
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before she came to exist in this human form ; so that according to This Doctrine , The Soul   

is also likely to be something that is Immortal .

Simmias interrupted : But what are the proofs that you can show of these things , O Cebes ? 

Remind me ; for I do not quite recall them at the present time .

Cebes: On the one hand, there is One Excellent Logos , that when humans are being questioned, 

if they are questioned in a Good Way , they answer out of Selves about everything which 

they Possess ; and yet this could not be made possible , if Selves did not happen to Innately   
’
Know Knowledge and Right  Logos . Then if you take-up a diagram (Meno 82B)

or something else of that kind , in this it will be seen most clearly , that this has to be in this way .
73B  o
Socrates : On the other hand , if indeed this does not persuade thee , O Simmias , consider
                            
whether the following would be agreeable to thee , for having examined it in such a way ,  

then , in what way would thou distrust that we say , that Learning is Recollection ?

Simmias: On the one hand , I do not indeed distrust either of thee , whereas on the other hand ,  

I stand in need of This Self ; to Learn , that of which The Logos is about , Recollection !   

And from that which Cebes attempted to describe , I am already Remembering and I am nearly

persuaded ; nevertheless , I would now like to hear the way thou were attempting to describe It .
’
Socrates: This way, to me at least .  For without a doubt we agree , that if anyone Recollects  
C’
anything , then Self must have already Known This at some time beforehand .

Simmias: By all means indeed .(’.)
Socrates: Take notice then , do we also agree on the following , that when Knowledge    
’
Presents Herself in a way like this , then She is Recollection ?  But in what way do I mean this ?

In this way ; for if anyone either sees or hears or perceives anything in another way ,  then they

Know/Recognize it , by Grasping not only that , but also Another Entity they have in mind ;     

The Knowledge of which is not the same , but Different .  Accordingly then , are we not Justly  
         ,   ’ ,             
declaring that they Recollect , that which they Grasped that Presented Herself to their Mind ?
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Simmias: In what way does thou mean ? 

Socrates: In this way .  The Knowledge of a human and That of a lyre is certainly different .
D
Simmias: How could it not be . (
Socrates: Is it not the case , as thou knows that this happens to lovers . That when they see a lyre 

or a garment or anything else which their Beloved is accustomed to use ; they first recognize      
  
the lyre , and then The Idea of The Child being Grasped in their Understanding , which was 

caused by the lyre ? This then is Recollection ; just as when someone , on seeing Simmias , often

also Remembers Cebes , and there certainly can be countless of other such occurrences .  
’  
Simmias: Countless others , by Zeus ! (
Socrates: Is it not the case then , that such occurrences are cases of Recollection ?  
E
Especially so when one Experiences This because of those , Which had already been forgotten ,

and not observed for some time ? 

Simmias: By all means then .(
Socrates: What next then ? Then by seeing a picture of a horse or a picture of a lyre , they are  

Reminded of a human , or by seeing a picture of Simmias , they Remember Cebes ?
 
Simmias: By all means indeed .(
Socrates: Is it not also the case , that when one sees a picture of Simmias , one also Remembers 

Simmias of self ? (
Simmias:  It is certainly the case ! (

Socrates:   19    Take notice then , is it not also the case that on the one hand , according to all 
A’
these cases , The Recollection can correspond to things that are of a Like Nature , and on the     
    ’
other hand , The Recollection can also correspond to things that are of an Unlike Nature ?

Simmias:  It corresponds in this way also . (
Socrates: But when one Recollects anything that indeed results from those that are Like , is it      
             ’
 not necessarily the case , that one must accordingly experience the following : That one either  
’
bears in Mind that the Likeness in some way falls short  in relation to This Recollection , 

or else that the Likeness does not in any way fall short  of That which It Recollects ?

Simmias: Necessarily .(
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Socrates: Consider then , if this has to be in this way . We say that , Somewhere ,  there Is     

Something that is Equal . I do not mean a stick equal to a stick nor a stone to a stone , nor 
’
anything of that kind at all , but Something Other , that is Beyond All these ; The Self Equal . 

Shall we say that This Something Exists , or does not Exist  at all ?

Simmias: We shall most certainly say so , by Zeus , and In a Most Wonderful Way indeed !
B                   
Socrates: Or do we also Know that which Self is ?

Simmias: By all means we do .(
Socrates: Where , have we acquired The Knowledge  of Self ? 

Is it not accordingly , from the things which we mentioned just now , from either seeing sticks or

stones or some other things that are equal ; from these , we envision That , which is Other

than these ?  Or does it not come to Light Other to thee  ?        Then consider it also in this way :
  .
On the one hand , is it not the case that equal stones and sticks , sometimes appear to one person

to be equal , but to another person , they do not appear to be equal , although they are the same ?
’’      
Simmias: It is certainly the case .(
Socrates: What next ?  Have The Equal Selves ever appeared Unequal to thee , 

or has Equality ever appeared to be Inequality to thee ?
  
Simmias:  Never , indeed  , O Socrates .
C
Socrates: Accordingly then , these equal things and The Self Equal , are not The Same .

Simmias: In no way at all , do they appear equal to me , O Socrates .
                     
Socrates: But it is definitely out of these equal things , although they are Different from That     
                ’  ,                 
Equal , that thou has nevertheless , Conceived and Grasped The Knowledge of Self ?

Simmias: You speak most truly .( 
Socrates: Is this not the case that either by Being Like them or Unlike them ?

Simmias: By all means .(
Socrates: Then there is no Difference indeed . As long as it is the case that from seeing one thing
D
One can Bring to Mind The Other of the appearance/aspect , whether Like or Unlike ,  
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Self Recollection  has Necessarily been brought to Be . 

Simmias: By all means then .(
Socrates: What next ? In the case of equal sticks and the other objects which we just now 

mentioned , do we experience something like this about them ?  Do they accordingly appear to 
us  

to be equal in the same way just as that which is Self Equal , or is there some inner deficiency 

compared to That Nature ; such as The Equal , or is there not any inner deficiency ?

Simmias: There is indeed a considerable deficiency (in the visible , earthbound ones) !

Socrates: Do we not agree then , that whenever someone , on seeing something , they Realize , 

on the one hand , that this thing which I now see , wants to be Like a Certain Real-Being ,     
                 , 
but on the other hand , it is in need and cannot be such as That Nature , since it is inferior .”   
E’
Is it not necessarily the case that the one who Realizes this , must have , Somewhere ,    

caught sight beforehand of That to which he says self  is Like , but deficiently so ?

Simmias: Necessarily .(
Socrates: What next ? Have we also experienced such a thing as this , in regards to 

the equal things and The Self Equal , or have we not ?

Simmias: By all means indeed , we have .(
Socrates: Accordingly then , it is necessary  that we   Knew   The Equal beforehand , 
A  
prior to the time when we first saw the equal things and Realized , that all these things , on the  
 
one hand , reach out to be Like The Equal , but on the other hand , possess an inner deficiency .
            
Simmias: That is so .(
Soc: But surely we also agree to the following , that The Self Realization  cannot be Realized   

in any other way , other than out of seeing or touching or out of some other sense perception ;   
’
Thus I say , that All these perceptions are the same .

Simmias: For it is the case that they are  the same , O Socrates , by reason that The Logos 

wishes to make this clear indeed .
     
Socrates: But surely out of sense perceptions , on the one hand , we necessarily Realize , that 
B
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it is inherent in all the things we perceive that they do indeed reach out to That Self which is   

The Equal , and that , they are in need/at a loss  ; or how shall we express it ?

Simmias: In that way .(
Socrates: Accordingly then , before we began to see , to hear and to perceive  the other things ,

we must have Somewhere happened to encounter by Grasping , Knowledge of The Self Equal ,  
  
which in some way Is , if we are to refer out of our sense perceptions of equal things , to That ,

and not Realize ,  that on the one hand , all of them are eager to be such as That Nature ,   
’
whereas on the other hand , they are inferior to Self .
 
Simmias: That necessarily follows from what has been said , O Socrates .

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that  we saw and we heard and had the other perceptions 

immediately after we were born  ?

Simmias: By all means indeed .(
Socrates: Then , we must say indeed , that we must have Grasped The Knowledge 
C
of The Equal before these perceptions .

Simmias: Yes ! (
Soc: Accordingly then , as it is reasonable , we have Necessarily Grasped Self Knowledge
                   
before we were born . ( .)
Simmias: As it is reasonable .(.)

Socrates:  20  Is it not the case then , that if , on the one hand , having Grasped Self Knowledge  

before our birth , by having being born with It , we Knew both before being born and after having

been born , not only The Equal and The Greater and Lesser but also All Such Beings (65E) ? 

For our present Logos is not any more about The Equal than about The Beauty of Self , and 

of The Good of Self , and of The Just , of The Holy , and as I say , about All Those Beings , 
D
to which we can stamp the seal “That which Absolutely Is”, both when we are asking questions  

and in answering questions .                    The result being that we must have Necessarily acquired

The Knowledge of Them All , before we were born .

Simmias: That is the case .(
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Socrates: And if on the one hand , in each case , we have indeed Grasped and not forgotten ,    

then we must Always be born Knowing and have Knowledge throughout our life : For to Know is

this , to Maintain a Grasp of Knowledge and not to lose It ; or do we not call the losing 
’
of Knowledge this ; forgetting , O Simmias ?

Simmias:  Most certainly , without a doubt , O Socrates .
E
Socrates: But if , on the other hand , I suspect , having indeed grasped It before birth , we lose It 

at birth , but then later on by Using our perceptions about Selves we Recovered The Knowledge

of Those Beings , which we also possessed at some time beforehand  , accordingly then ,  
’
would not that which we call Learning , be The Recovery of Innate Knowledge ? 

Then surely  we would be speaking correctly if we would say This is Recollection ?

Simmias: By all means indeed . (
Soc: Surely then , This was seen to be indeed possible ; for when one perceives either by seeing   

or hearing or in another way perceives something ; by grasping something Other , they Realize  

that which they forgot , from this thing , which approaches This by Likeness or Unlikeness ; 

so that as I said one of two is the case , either we are indeed born with The Knowledge of Selves 

and all of us Know throughout life , or afterwards , by which we call , “to Learn” 

but rather this is nothing else than Recollecting , and “Learning” would thus be Recollection .
’
Simmias: And certainly it has to be in this way indeed , O Socrates !

Socrates:  21  Therefore , which alternative do you choose , O Simmias ; that we are either born  
B
with That  Knowledge , or that we later Recollect The Knowledge which we had 

Previously Grasped ? 

Simmias: I cannot make a choice , O Socrates , at the present time .

Socrates: Then how about in the following way ? Can you make a choice , and say , in what way 

it appears to thee in the case of Self : Would a person that has Knowledge be Able to give  

The Logos of that which they Know , or not ?
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Simmias: Certainly , they must Necessarily be Able to do so , O Socrates .

Socrates: And does it appear to thee that everyone can give a Logos of Those Selves  

which we were mentioning just now ?
             
Simmias: I only wish they could , but I very much fear , that tomorrow , at this time , no longer   

not even one man will be left who is also capable to do this in a worthy way .

Socrates: Accordingly then , it does not appear to thee , that everybody knows Selves  ?
C
Simmias: Not at all . (
Socrates: Accordingly then , they Recollect that which they Learned at some time ? 

Simmias: Necessarily .(
Socrates: At what time then , would our souls Grasp The Knowledge of Selves ?  

Certainly not after the time when we were indeed born as men .

Simmias: No doubt .(
Socrates: Before that time then . (
Simmias: Yes . (
Socrates: Accordingly then, O Simmias, our souls also existed previously, apart from the body, 

before they existed in human form , and when they possessed Mindfulness .

Simmias:  Unless we acquire , These Kinds of Knowledge , at birth , O Socrates , 

for that time still remains .

Socrates:  This being the case , O companion ; then at what other time did we lose Selves ?  
D
For surely we are indeed not in possession of Selves at our birth , as we just now agreed . 

Or do we lose Selves at the very time in which we also acquire Selves ? 

Or have you some other time you can mention ?
(talking nonsense)
Simmias: Not any other , O Socrates , since it escaped my notice that I was saying nothing .
(

Soc: 22 Take notice then , O Simmias , must the following be the case for us ? If on the one hand
’
that which we are always Murmuring is the case ; that The Beautiful and The Good and Every

Ousia such as This , we also refer all the things from which the perceptions arise , to
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That Same Ousia , by Discovering that They Exist According to Hyparxis Prior to ourselves ,
E
and so we must necessarily compare those to Selves , and just as if They Do Exist In This Way , 

and it must also be in this way for our soul , and it must also be this way prior to our birth :  But if

on the other hand , They do not exist in any other way , could this Logos even be discussed ? 

Accordingly then it has to be in this way , and there is an Equal Necessity for Them to exist , 
’
and also , for our souls to exist , and before we were born , and if this is not the case with  

Them , then neither is it the case with those that follow ? 
,          
Simmias: The Self/Same Necessity appears to me to be so Absolutely , O Socrates , and    

The Logos indeed takes Refuge in Beauty in the same way that our soul and The Ousia  

of which you speak , both Exist before we are born . For to me at least , there is nothing so clear
77A   , 
as this : That All Natures such as These Most Especially Do Exist ; such as The Beautiful and ,
’      
The Good , and All Those of which thou spoke just now ; and it appears to me that  

it has been Sufficiently demonstrated .

Socrates:  But what about Cebes ? For we must necessarily persuade Cebes also .

Simmias:  He Is Sufficiently convinced , as I believe at least ; and yet he is the most obstinate  

of humans as far as being mistrustful of speech ; since I believe that he is not in need of  
’
being persuaded of this ; that our Soul     existed     before   we were   born   .  
B

23    However , in no way does it appear that it has also been proven to me , whether    
           
Self     exists     even     after   we   die   ; since the opinion of the many , which Cebes mentioned just now ,

is still standing in the way : That whenever The human Soul  dies Self is dispersed/scattered 

and this is the end of Her existence . For , on the one hand , let it be given that  Self   comes to be

and is put together from some other source and exists even before She enters a human body 

but on the other hand , after having done this , She also departs , then what is there to keep

Self from also coming to an end and from being utterly destroyed , at that time ?
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Cebes: You speak well , O Simmias . for even as it seems that only Ha  lf   of that which is  
C
necessary has been proven ; that our soul existed before we were born , but on the other hand ,  

it is necessary to further prove that she will exist no less after our death ,  

if The Proof Intends to have Completion .

Socrates:  On the one hand , even now , It has already been Proven , O Simmias and Cebes , 

if you will combine this Logos with the same one which we agreed on before this one ; that

All The Living are Generated from The Dead . For if on the one hand , the soul exists before ,    

then on the other hand , it is Necessary that when The Self arises into Life , and also by having
D
being born Self must come to be from nowhere else than from The Dead and from Being Dead , 

how could it not be Necessary for Self to exist after Death , seeing that Self  

must indeed come to Life again ? Thus the very thing thou speaks of  has even now been proven . 


60B-C
                                                 THE ETERNAL OUSIAN BEINGS 
                                                               The Recollection of
                                            THEIR ONE SUMMIT/THE SAME SELF

                                                                                          

                                                                              .           The Soul Remembers True Perfection 
“Is Nature to be lame in this case ?”                                      which Exists “Somewhere Other”   
                          -71e-                                                                     than in the visible realm

               Being born : The Dying Self            :    :           The Awaking Self : Falling asleep       

                                                        The Process of Restoration
                                                 “The Yoked Pairs-”    -71c
                                                      The Twofold Co-ordinations    - Proclus
                              Otherwise , if , there was only “the straight line” of falling asleep 
        then without The Cyclical Process , everyone , would eventually be asleep , as Endymion . 
 
23. Nevertheless , on the other hand , it appears to me that Thou and Simmias would also 

be pleased to thoroughly examine The Logos even more , and that unreal fear   

fear of children , that the wind dissolves and scatters Self , when departing from

77E  the body , at the time when one happens to die , not in a calm air , but in a high wind .
’
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Cebes (Laughing) : Assuming that we have that fear , O Socrates , try to persuade us ; or rather 
         
on the other hand , assume that we are not afraid , but perhaps there is a child in us , which has
’
fears such as these .    Therefore let us attempt to persuade this inner child not to fear death 

just as if death were a mormolukeia (a Fantastic She-monster/a Boogie-man/a Kukui) .

Socrates: But it is necessary to Sing to Self every day , until you shall Sing them away .
(
Cebes: Where then , O Socrates , shall we find A Good Singer (76D) of such particulars , 
A
when you leave us ?

Socrates:  Hellas , on the one hand , is a large country , O Cebes , in which there are certainly   

good people  ; on the other hand , the non-Hellenic races are also numerous , all those which it is  

necessary to thoroughly search for such a Singer that is being sought for , sparing neither expense

nor toil , as there is nothing on which thou should more necessarily spend money .  

Then it is necessary for selves to search among one another also , for it is likely thou will 
’
not easily discover those able to do this , better than yourselves .

Cebes: On the one hand, this shall surely be done , but on the other hand , let us go back to where

we left off ; if it is appealing to thee  .
 
Socrates:  But of course , it is indeed appealing ; how could it not be ?
B
Cebes:  It is good that you say this . (

Socrates:  25  Is it not the case then , that we must necessarily ask ourselves something like this ?

For what kind of nature is it proper to undergo this experience , that of being dispersed ? 

And for the purpose of preventing what kind of experience is Self dispersion feared , 

and , what kind of nature does not undergo the experience of Self dispersion .
 
And after this in turn , we should examine to which of the two , is the soul akin  , 

and as a result of this , we should either be of Good Cheer , or fear for the sake of our soul ?

Cebes:  What you say is true .(
Socrates: Take notice then , on the one hand , that which is a composite and is composed 
C
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by its very nature properly undergoes this dispersion ; for this nature is divided , in the  

same way as it was composed , whereas on the other hand , if indeed This Other Something , 

Properly and Simply happens to Be Incomposite , It will not undergo these experiences ?

Cebes:  It seems to me , that it has to be in this way . 
                 
Socrates: Is it not the case that , in order for This to Always Exist according to The Same and    

be Maintained in The Same Way ,  It will most likely be Akin to These that are Incomposite , 

but on the other hand , those which change from one state into another and never Abide  
’
according to The Same , are thus the composite ?

Cebes:  To me at least , it appears to be in this way . (
Socrates: Then let us return to Those Same (Incomposite) Natures from which The Logos
                             ’  
proceeded before . To see if The Self Ousia   -to which we granted Existence by The Logos 
D
by questions and answers-  Always has to be Maintained According to The Same  or whether

it varies from one state to another ? Or if The Self Equal , The Self Beautiful and Every Self 
’
Being which Exists , are also never susceptible to any metabolic transformation whatsoever ?  

Or does Each One of Selves who Always Exist , by Abiding Uniformly , Self By Self ,     
’ 
Have to Remain in The Same Way According to The Same , and must never in any way    

be susceptible to any alteration , whatsoever ? 

Cebes: They must remain , in The Same Way , according to The Same , O Socrates .

Socrates: On the other hand , what of the others , such as humans , or horses , or clothes , or 
E
other such things whatsoever, or those that are equal or beautiful or All those of the same name

as Those? Do they have to remain According to The Same , or do they exist in total contrast to 
 ;     ,                                 
Those Beings , selves neither subsisting According to selves nor ever According to each other  ,

or as to say it briefly , in no way Remain According to The Same ?

Cebes:  In this way , for they can never Be in The Same Way .

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , you can touch and see and perceive
79A                   
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these with the other senses , but on the other hand , is it the case that Those Abiding According  

to The Same , cannot be Grasped in any other way whatsoever , except by using The Logos  
        ,    ’
of The Understanding , since Such Entities are Formless and not visible ?
’
Cebes:  What thou says , is altogether True . (

Socrates:  26  Are thou willing then , that we set up Two Kinds of Beings , 

so that one kind is visible , while The Other Kind Is Formless ?

Cebes:    Let us set this up  .(
Socrates:  And on the one hand , The Formless Always Remain According to The Same , 

whereas on the other hand , the visible  never  Remain According to The Same ?

Cebes:  Let us set this up also .( 
Socrates: Come along then , one part of our selves is the body , the other part is the soul ?
B
Cebes:  None other .(
Socrates:  To which Idea then , shall we say the body is more Alike and more Akin ?

Cebes:  This is indeed clear to everyone ; that it is more Alike and more Akin to the visible .

Socrates:  What then about the soul ?  Is it visible or Formless ?

Cebes:  It is indeed not visible to human-beings , O Socrates .
’
Socrates: But we do indeed speak of things that are naturally visible to human vision  

and also of Those that are not naturally visible , or does it seem to apply to any others ?

Cebes:  To those visible to human vision .

Socrates: What then , do we say about the soul ?  Is she visible or Invisible ?

Cebes:  Not visible .(
Socrates:  Accordingly then , she is Formless ? (
Cebes:  Yes .(.)
Socrates: Accordingly then , soul is more Like The Formless than  body, 

while on the other hand , the body is more Like to the visible . 

Cebes:  79C It is altogether  Necessary , O Socrates .


Socrates:  27    Is it also the case then , that we stated the following not long ago , that when 
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The Soul , on the one hand , makes use of the body to investigate something , either by seeing or

hearing or through some other sense       –for this is to investigate something through the    
’ 
perceptions of the body – at that time , She is dragged about by the body to things that are never
’ 
Abiding According to The Same , and so Self wanders about and is confused and dizzy ,          
      
just as if Self were drunk , in so far as Self comes in contact with those kind of things ?

Cebes:  By all means indeed .(
Socrates: Whereas on the other hand , when She truly investigates Self According to Self , 
D        ’ , 
She Passes into That Realm that is Pure and Eternal and Deathless and Remains\Abides  

in The Same Way , and by Being Always Akin with Self , She also becomes That ,     
’
whenever She Arises into Self According to Self and Goes out ;  Self both
’
Ceases from wandering and Always Remains According to The Same , in The Same Way  

About Those Beings in so far as She Remains in Contact with Such Beings ;

and This Experience/State/Passion of Self is called Mindfulness ?

Cebes:  What you say is altogether Elegantly said and True , O Socrates .


Concerning this passageThomas Taylor informs us that for Olympiodoros , “The term 
wandering , is common to both life and knowledge ; but the term confused belongs to life alone ; 
and the term dizzy to knowledge alone . But dizziness is an defect . For those who are thus 
affected , through the inward whirl which they experience , think that things external to them are 
in a similar condition , so the soul , by beholding only sensibles , thinks that all things flow and 
are in motion . 
           Olympiodoros also enquires how Plato calls Mindfulness a passion\affection of the soul . 
To which he replies , that all Virtues are passions . For it is evident , says he , that things which 
participate , suffer/are in a passive state . Hence also Being , considered as participating THE 
ONE , is said by Plato to suffer or be passive to THE ONE . Since , therefore , the soul partakes 
of The Intelligence/Mindfulness which Subsists in The Intellect , or in other words , of 
Intellectual Mindfulness , on this account he calls Mindfulness the passion of the soul . Or we 
may say , that since the whole soul is through the whole of self , Self-motive , so far as , Self 
Moves Self , Self Acts/Is Wholly Active , but so far as , self is moved externally , self suffers .”]

Socrates: Then in turn from what we have seen before and from what we are now saying , 
E
to which of these Two does it appear to thee that soul is more Alike and more Akin ?

Cebes:  It seems to me , O Socrates , that everyone would yield , to this same type of method ,    
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even the dullest of men , that soul is wholly and altogether more Like That which Always 

Abides in The Same Way , rather than that which does not .

Socrates:  What then about the body ?
                       
Cebes:  It is more Like and more Akin to the other . 
                                                                    
Socrates:   28   Look at it also in this way then : that whenever soul and body are in The Self ,   
A
Nature Orders the one to serve as subject and to be Ruled , and The Other to Rule and to be  

Master/Mistress ; and according to this , which one in turn seems to thee to be Like The Divine 

and which Like the mortal? Or does it not seem to thee on the one hand , that it is in The Nature

of The Divine to be Able to Rule and to Lead , whereas on the other hand , it is in the nature of

the mortal to be ruled and to serve as subject ?

Cebes:  It does , to me at least .(
Socrates:  Which then does The Soul Resemble ?

Cebes:  It is truly clear , O Socrates , that on the one hand , The Soul Resembles The Divine ,   

but on the other hand , the body resembles the mortal .

Socrates: Truly consider , O Cebes , if the following results from all that has been said by us ;  

on the one hand , The Soul Her-Self is most Like The Divine and is Deathless , Intelligible 

Uniform , Indissoluble and Always Abides According to The Same in The Same Way , then
B
in turn , the body itself  is most Like that which is human and mortal and multiform and   

unintelligible and dissoluble and never Abides According to The Same .     

Have we anything else besides to say , O Friend Cebes , or does this not have to be in this way ?

Cebes: We have not . (.)
Socrates:   29   What next ? Since this happens to be in this way  , is it not naturally proper    
’
for the body , on the one hand , to dissolve easily , and in turn for The Soul on the other hand ,   

to be Altogether Indissoluble or very near to this condition ?

Cebes: How could it not be the case ? (
Socrates: Realize then , that when a human body dies , on the one hand the visible part of self ;   
C
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can also lie outstretched in the visible realm , which we surely call the corpse , which  

naturally dissolves and decomposes , but does not immediately undergo any  of these processes ,

but still remains for a reasonably long time , even a very long time , if someone happens   
’
to die with their body in a suitable condition and in a suitable season . For when the body is    

bound-together and embalmed , just as the embalmers do in Egypt , it remains almost whole    

for a remarkable length of time . And even if it should decay , some parts of the body , as 
D
all bones and sinews and the like , are nevertheless , one might say , “deathless” .  Is that not so . 
 
Cebes:  Yes .(.)
Socrates:  On the other hand , will The Soul ; That which is Formless , which Wings Her Way 

to The Other Realm , That which Is Noble and Pure and Formless ; as if Truly to Hades ,   
`
in Company with The Good and Mindful God . To which God Willing , My Soul , must soon   

be Winging ; will then our Self be scattered , which is surely of this Kind and Nature ,     

and be destroyed as soon as She leaves the body , as the majority of human-beings say ?   

Far from it indeed , O Dear Cebes and Simmias , but what must happen is much more like this : 
’
If on the one hand , She is Pure upon leaving , dragging-along nothing of the body, as far as She

had no voluntary association with it in life , but avoided it and She gathered Self together ,   

Self in Her Self , inasmuch as She always practiced this , but this is nothing else than Practicing 

Philosophy Rightly and Really Practicing to Die. Or is this not what Practicing Dying should be ?
’
Cebes:  Most absolutely it is .(.)
Socrates: On the one hand , is it not the case , that when Self Abides in This Way , She makes  
A
Her way to The Formless , to That which is Like Self : The Divine and Deathless and   

Mindful , which upon arriving , Self will be a Good-Daimon , having rid Self of wandering : 

of ignorance ,  fear , wild desires and the other human defects , and on the other hand  ,  just as   

it is said concerning The Initiates : that She will Truly spend the rest of Time with The Gods ?  
S
hall we say it in this way , O Cebes , or in some other way ?


۞
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Cebes:   30    In this way , by Zeus .
                            
Socrates: Whereas on the other hand , I do indeed believe , that if she is stained and impure    
B
upon leaving the body , in as much as she has always been associated with it and cared for it , 

and loved it , having been beguiled by the desires and pleasures of self , so as to believe that   
’
“Nothing else is True , other than the physical , which one can touch and see and drink 
’
and eat and use for sexual purposes” ; thus being accustomed to hate and fear and avoid 

This , that is but dark and formless to the eyes  but is Intelligible and Tangible to Philosophy .

do you then believe that a soul in this condition will depart Pure , Self according to Self ?
’
Cebes:  In no way whatsoever .
C         ’ .
Socrates: Thus I do indeed believe , that when she is seized by the grip of the corporeal ,  

who keeps company and has intercourse with the body , by always being in its service , 

and through all this attention Self has been made of a similar-nature as the body?

Cebes: Very much so .(
Socrates: Thus it is necessary to believe , O friend , that this body is burdensome and heavy 

and earthy and visible ; and through which , surely , such a soul being heavy is dragged-back 

again to the visible realm , in fear of The Unseen/Formless and of Hades , just as we are told , 

wallowing about tombs and graves , and about which , shadowy phantoms     
D
of souls have surely been seen , images supplied by such souls that have not been set Free      

in a Pure Way , but participate of the visible , and on account of which they are visible .

Cebes: That is indeed likely , O Socrates .
.
Socrates: It is very likely , O Cebes ; and moreover , these are not at all The Souls of The Good 

but the souls of the thoughtless , which must necessarily wander thereabouts , Justly Requiting 

for having been nourished previously in a defective way ; and in as much as they wander indeed  
E
because of this , until their desire for that which they follow closely, for the corporeal , must  
       ,  
bind them to some body . But they are then , as is likely , bound to such characters that  
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correspond to whatever they would have usually happened to have attended in their life .
’
Cebes: What kind of characters do you say these are indeed , O Socrates ?

Socrates: Such as those , on the one hand , who have attended to gluttony and arrogance and        
                    
drunkenness until finally without noticing , they are likely to be bound to the tribes of  

donkeys and such like animals . Or do you not think so ?
  ;
Cebes: What you say is thus quite likely .

Socrates : But on the other hand , those who have indeed , highly esteemed injustice and tyranny 

and plunder , will be bound to the tribes of wolves and hawks and kites ; or where else  

shall we say that such natures go ?

Cebes: For their neglectfulness , into such natures .

Socrates: Is it not clearly the case then , that the destination of the others will also surely be  

those characters that are most Like each one of the attentions/cares/pursuits/practices of Selves ?

Cebes: Clearly so ; how could it not be ? 
                ’
Soc: Is it not also the case then , that The Most Good Daimons of These , who will also go 

to The Best Realm , are those who have practiced Popular and Social Virtue/Excellence ,

82B which they surely call “Soundmindedness” and “Righteousness” , that arises out of   

habit and care without Philosophy and Intellect ?

Cebes: In what way then , are These The Most Good Daimons ?

Soc: That These are likely in turn , to arrive into a Social and Gentle Tribe ,   

perhaps , such as either bees or wasps or ants , or indeed then again , into the same tribe    

of human-beings , and so Moderate People arise out of Selves  .

Cebes: That is likely .
                

Socrates:   32     But it is indeed not Lawful to enter into The Genus of The Gods without   

having Practiced Philosophy and by Being Perfectly Pure upon departing , other than by 
’  
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The One who Loves Learning . Thus on account of these Logos’ , O Companions Simmias
82C       
and Cebes , Those who Practice Philosophy in The Right Way , Refrain from all the desires   

relating to the body and are Steadfast and do not surrender Themselves to selves , not by some  

fear of loosing their property and of being poor , just as the many and the money-lovers fear ; 

nor again for fear of dishonor and ill repute , just like the ambitious and lovers of honor do ,   

seeing that they refrain from selves .

Cebes: Since that would not be proper of them , O Socrates .

Soc: Certainly not , by Zeus . Certainly not for all those , on the one hand , O Cebes ; Those who
D
care anything for The Soul of Themselves , for They do not live in the service of their body ,  

do not welcome talking nor walking according to these ways of selves , as They do not know     

where they are going  , but on the other hand , They must not be lead in the opposite direction , 

they turn to That ; to Philosophy , and to Accomplish That Deliverance and Purification   

of Hers , Following , wherever Philosophy Leads .



Cebes:   33   How , O Socrates ? 
                    
Soc: I will tell thee . For The Ones who Love Learning Recognize that when Philosophy  took-  

hold of the soul of Selves , she was wholly imprisoned-in and clinging-to the body , thus she is   

compelled to consider her “reality” through this  , just as if through a cage , but not , Self By    
’
Self , but wallowing , in every kind of darkness ,  perceiving that the strangest feature  
 , 
of this imprisonment is that it happens through the desires , since the self-imprisoned will be    

the greatest assistant of their own imprisonment ! Then just as I say ; that the Lovers of Learning

Recognize that when Philosophy takes hold of their soul in such a state of affairs , She Gently , 

encourages her and tries to free her by revealing to her , on the one hand , that searching through

the eyes , is full of deceit , but this is also the case through the ears and the other senses , then 

persuades her ,on the one hand , to withdraw from these , in so far as she is not compelled to use
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selves , and on the other hand , Summons Her to Gather-together and Collect Self into Self ,  

then , to trust only Self and no other than The Self ; Any One of The Real Beings Self By Self    
B ’ ’
which She would Intellect Self according to Self , and on the other hand ,  to Consider as
’ ’
other than Being Real , whatever She would consider through other means in other ways ,  
’
as in no way Leading to The Truth ; since on the one hand , such things as those are    

sensible and visible , while on the other hand , That which Self Sees , is Intelligible and 

Unseen . Therefore , The Soul of The True Philosopher thinks to Herself that Her Deliverance

must not be opposed and in this way Keeps away from pleasures and desires and pains and   

fears , by as much as She is Able , by taking into account that , whenever any soul is involved in 
’
excessive pleasure or fear or pain or desire , then she will not only expect such harm which one 

would believe happen from selves , such as those that happen by being sick or through some 
C ’
expended desires , but that which is the greatest and worst and most extreme of them all , 
’
since self also takes no account that this takes place .

Cebes: What is this , O Socrates ? (
Socrates: That every time a human soul  feels excessive  pleasure or pain towards something , 

at the same time , she is also necessarily lead to believe , that this experience which she feels 

excessively ; must accordingly be “most clear and most real” .      But this does not happen to be 

in this way ; for these especially belong to the visible realm , or do they not ?

Cebes: Very much so .(
Socrates: Is it not the case then , that by such an experience as this , a soul is bound   
D
to the body most especially ?

Cebes: How so then ? (
Socrates: Because her every pleasure and pain nails her to the body , as it were , by keeping self 

distracted and by welding them together they also make her corporeal , so that she also believes 

the things that the body says “must be true” . For out of the shared-beliefs and the selves that   

she welcomes from the body , I think , she necessarily comes to share the body’s same ways 
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and the same food , and as such , she can never enter into Hades in a Pure Way , since she is

always quite full of the body upon leaving , so that she soon falls back again into another body
E
and is naturalized into it just as seed that is sown , and because of these things , she cannot be  

Part of The Communion of The Divine Company and of The Pure and Uniform . 
 
Cebes: What you say is most True , O Socrates .
                 

Socrates:  34    Accordingly then , for the sake of These Beings , 

The Ones who Love Learning , are Orderly and Virile in a Just Way ,
 
not for the sake of which the many think they do ; or does thou think they do ?
                 
Cebes:  I most certainly do not . (
Soc: No then for the Soul of The Virile Philosopher must follow The Logos in this way , and She
84A’’
should not think that on the one hand , The Philosophical Soul must Free Her self , while on the 

other hand , delivering her self to those pleasures and pains and thus imprisons her self again ,    

and thus laboring in vain as Penelope did by practicing her work at weaving in an opposite way .
 
but She Follows The Logos and Achieves a Calm from these emotions , and Always Communes 

In This ; In The True and Divine and So Beholding The Unopinable and Being So Nurtured 
’
by This , She also Believes that She Must Live in this way as long as She may Live  , and that at 
B
the time when She Dies , that She Will Come into That which is Akin and into Such a Kind , so 

as to escape from human ills .              Therefore from Such a Nurture , there is Nothing terrible , 

O Simmias and Cebes , that She should fear , for it is Never the case that when the time comes 

for Her to depart from the body , that She will be gone , and scattered by the winds , dispersed 

and panic-stricken , and up to the point that nothing remains which exits in any way at all .


                                 Since we have seen that Simmias and Cebes have not been able to follow 
The Way of The Logos that Socrates has been unfolding for them , not only by their confession of
their recognition of their manifest ignorance in answers like “I did not realize that I did not know 
what I was saying” and also by Simmias’ confession in behalf of his companion that Cebes is the 
most distrustful of men concerning men and their logos ; what affect can we expect that these 
most beautiful insights have had on them ? I say that for one , Cebes does not believe in the 
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Singularity of Socrates and his vision that is manifest in his Logos . He probably has a suspicion 
that Socrates is one thing and his words run in another parallel existence , as most men happen to 
be . In reading the history of Thucydides one can well see the kind of men that were prevalent in 
those times (indeed at any time) when the plague hit Athens . For he reports that most of those 
that were not infected , gave way to their inmost desires and said goodbye to any moderation ; 
feigned or otherwise .     

Phaedon :   35    Then there was silence for a long time when Socrates had said this , and 
C 
Socrates appeared to be looking at The Logos that Self  had spoken , and so were most of us . 

But Cebes and Simmias were talking quietly to each other ;

and as Socrates saw them , Self asked  , 
 
Socrates: What is it ? Does it appear to thee that what was said by these Logos’ was indeed          
                        
deficient ? For surely there still has to be many more apprehensions and objections , if  indeed   

anyone cares to truly discuss selves sufficiently .Therefore on the one hand , if thou are  

considering something else , I have nothing to say ; but if , on the other hand , there is some   

puzzle about these matters , do not hesitate to speak for selves and to discuss this , if

it has come to light for thee that what has been said could be better in some way , and in turn ,      
D        
if thou thinks , thou will more easily find a way with me , take me along also .
 ’ 
Simmias: I will also surely be candid with thee  , O Socrates . For we have been puzzled  

for some time , each of us has been urging and pressing the other to question thee because  

on the one hand , we desire to hear what thou has to say , but on the other hand , we hesitate   

to cause a disturbance , that it may not be displeasing to thee through your present ‘misfortune’ .

Phaedon : And concerning which , upon hearing he laughed quietly and said : 
                  
Socrates : For Goodness sakes , O Simmias , it will certainly be difficult to persuade others 
E
that I do not regard my present condition as a misfortune , inasmuch as I am not even able   
’
to persuade thee , since thou are afraid , that in some way it is now more difficult to deal with me 

than formerly in my life ; and to thee , as it is likely , I appear to be inferior to the swans     

in prophesy , when they perceive that they are about to die      –since they are pleased to sing
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before that time-  but especially at that time , they sing more and most pleasantly and rejoice that
A
they are about to depart to The God whose servants they are .  But humans , through the fear  
’
of the death of selves , tell lies against the swans and say that selves are lamenting their   

death and sing out of pain of sorrow , and fail to use The Logos , that no bird sings ,    

when it is hungry or cold or suffers any other pain , and neither does Self , nor do the

nightingales and the swallows and the cranes, though they do say that these sing lamentations

through grief ; but it has come to light for me that neither these nor the swans sing out of grief ,  
’
but I believe that in as much as they belong to Apollo they are Prophetic , and by having   
B’
Foreknowledge of The Goods in Hades , sing and rejoice on that day , differently/exceptionally  

than in times past . Then , since I indeed also regard Self to be a fellow servant 

with the swans and dedicated to The God of Self , I also possess that Art of Prophesy from my 

Master not inferior to theirs , neither am I any more hopeless than they upon departing this life . 
(
Therefore , for the sake of this indeed , thou must speak and ask whatever thou may wish ,   

as long as the servant of the eleven Athenians should allow it .

Simmias:  Well spoken , and as far as I am concerned , I will tell thee my puzzle , and   
C
Cebes here in turn , will tell thee that which he does not accept concerning what has been said .    

For I believe , O Socrates , just as perhaps thou does also , that on the one hand , to know clearly  

about those subjects is either impossible (?!) or something very difficult to do in our present life , 
 
yet in turn it is an altogether slack individual , who neither tests in every way what has been said  

and who does not persevere until one should be exhausted by studying selves from every angle . 

For he must necessarily indeed achieve one of these things about selves ; to either learn       

in some way what selves possess or discover what selves are , and if that is indeed impossible ,     
D
to take hold of the best and most irrefutable of human Doctrines , and by being borne upon    

this , just as if upon a Raft , sailing through the dangers of life , unless if someone should be able  
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to carry us across , safer and less dangerously , upon a Firmer Vessel , as if upon a certain    

Divine Logos .  So even now , since thou also said what thou has said , I at least , shall feel no   

shame to ask questions , nor will I blame myself in later times , that presently , I did not say what 
’
I believe . For when I examine what has been said , O Socrates , in reference to my self 

and to the following , it does not appear to be said altogether in a Sufficient way .
 [Lame/Unsound/Not-Firm ?]

Socrates:    36   For thou has equally brought  The Truth to Light , O companion , 
E
but tell me , in what way is it truly not sufficient ?

Simmias: Surely in this way to me at least ; one might also use this same logos about Harmony  

and a lyre and its strings, and on the one hand, say that The Harmony is something invisible and
`
 incorporeal and quite beautiful and is something Divine That Resides In the well-tuned lyre ,   

whereas the self lyre and her strings are physical and corporeal and composite and earthy  
’
and are akin to the mortal .  Then if someone were to either break the lyre or cut and 

break the strings , and if one were to rely-on /lean-on the same logos , just as thine , that  That 

Harmony must still exist and is not destroyed ; for on the one hand , it is in no way possible    
`
for the lyre and the strings , which are mortal , to still exist when the strings are broken ,

whereas on the other hand , The Harmony that is Akin and of The Same Nature as The Divine
B  `
and Immortal , should perish before that which is mortal .    Whereas this person would say that  

The Self Harmony must necessarily still exist in some way , and especially that the wood and    
`
the strings must rot-away before anything can happen to That . Since , O Socrates , I at least also

imagine that thine Self has this in mind , that we really do “understand\accept” that The Soul 

is something like This ; so that just as our body is stretched and held together by the hot

and the cold and the dry and the moist and other such things , so also is our soul a harmonic 

mixture of these elemental selves , when mixed with each other rightly and in due measure . 
C
If the soul happens to be a certain harmony , then it is clear that , when our body is slackened or 
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stretched beyond measure by diseases and other defects , the soul on the one hand , must be 

immediately destroyed , even if she is Most Divine , just as the other harmonies are also 
`
seen/heard in sounds and in all the works of artists , but on the other hand , the remains of each  
’   
body still remain for a long time , until they should either be burned or rot-away completely .       
D
See then what we shall say in regards to this same logos , if  anyone should “worthily” claim that 

by the soul being a mixture of those elements in the body , she will be the first to perish in 

that which we call death .
 . 

Phaedon : 37 Then , Socrates looked keenly at us , just as often was his habit , smiled and said :
                        
Socrates : Of course Simmias speaks Justly .      If then one of us is more resourceful than I am , 

why not answer him ? For he seems to have handled The Logos , not in a thoughtless way .   

However , it seems necessary to me , that first , we should still listen to the objection of Cebes

before , in order that following that , we may in turn have time , to call in The Logos , to answer

in some way , should we so wish .  But when we have heard them we should either agree with 

selves , if anyone believes them to be harmonious , but if not , proceed thus as The Advocate 

of The Logos . Come then , O Cebes , tell us , in turn , “What was troubling thee?” .
’,
Cebes:  I truly say that The Logos appears to me to be still at the same point , and ,  

open to the same charge as we mentioned before . For on the one hand , I do not deny at all that 

it has been very Elegantly and most Sufficiently Demonstrated that our soul also existed before 
A
she entered into her present form , but on the other hand , if I  may say without offending thee ; 

that it does not appear to also follow that our soul still exists somewhere after our death .   
                     
Since on the one hand , I do not agree with the objection of Simmias that the soul is neither 

stronger nor much more lasting than the body ; for she appears to me far more superior 
  
in all these respects . “Why then ,” The Logos might say, “are you still distrustful , 

seeing that after the human-being dies , the weaker part still exists ? 
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Does it not appear to thee then , that the more lasting part must necessarily still be preserved   
B
during that time ?” On this point please consider the following , whether what I say makes sense .
 ; 
For just as Simmias , I will also need some image . For to me it seems like saying the following ; 

just as one would say the same thing after the death of an old weaver ,   

that the human-Being has not perished but is preserved somewhere , then the garment which the 
’
human Self had woven and was still wearing , should be offered as a sign , that the soul is 

preserved and has not perished . And if anyone will distrust of this same sign , then they  should  

be asked whether the human Genus  is longer-lasting than a garment which is in use and 
C
being worn , then if someone answers that the human Genus lasts much longer , then they  

must believe that it has been proven , that accordingly , that which is indeed human is definitely ,

even more preserved , since the less permanent thing had indeed not perished . But , O Simmias ,

I do not believe that it has to be the case ; and thou must also consider what I say . For anybody    

could assume that the man who said this was talking nonsense . For if the weaver had thus   

worn-out many such garments and had woven those garments , yet on the one hand , he still 

perished later on after wearing many of them , but on the other hand , prior to the last garment , 
D()
even if on this account a human-being is not more inferior nor weaker than a garment .   
’
Whereas I think the image must show , the same relationship of the soul to the body, and anyone 
’
saying the same things about selves would appear to me to be talking within measure ; that on the

one hand , the soul lasts longer, while on the other hand , the body is weaker and less permanent .

For thus they might say that every soul wears out many bodies , especially if (each soul)  

lives many years . For if the body is in a state of flux and it should perish while the human was

still alive , then since the soul is constantly weaving anew that which wears out , on the one hand 
E’’
it would be necessary , that at the time when the soul does perish , Self would happen to be 

 wearing the last garment\body and only this would survive being destroyed , while on the  
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other hand , at the time the soul is destroyed , the body already shows the weakness of its nature 
’
by quickly decaying and disappearing . So that This (Your) Logos is in no way worthy of being

confidently trusted , which says that when we die , our soul continues to exist somewhere . For if
A
we were to come to an agreement with someone saying that which thou says and even more ,

who does not only allow that self exists for our souls in the time even before we are born , 

since when we die , there is also nothing to hinder some souls , to continue to exist and to be born
a
nd thus be born and die again often ;                         for in this way the self nature of soul 

is so strong so as to be able to survive many births ; thus he allows these former concessions , 

whereas they no longer agree , that self does not suffer by her many births and that self is indeed

finally altogether destroyed in a certain one of her deaths ; but that this particular death    

and this particular dissolution of the body , which brings about the final destruction to the  
B
soul , no one can know  , he might say ; for it is impossible for us to perceive that at all ;  

then if this happens to be the case ; anyone feeling confident about facing death does not confide  

intelligently , unless they can prove that soul has to be altogether deathless and indestructible . 

But if they cannot and are about to die they must always be in constant fear for the soul of self ,  

and that this present separation from the body will be her complete destruction .


Phaedo: 38 Then upon hearing what selves had said , we were all thoroughly distressed ,  
C
as we told each other afterwards . For having been quite convinced by the previous Logos , 

they seemed to confuse us again , and to throw us into distrust , of not only of The Logos  

that had been said before , but also of what was going to be said later on , that either we were     

quite worthless as judges or that The Realities were unworthy of Trust .

Echecrates: By The Gods O Phaedo , thou has my sympathy indeed . For as I listen to thee now  
D
I also find self saying such a thing to myself :               “What Logos then can we still Trust ?”  

Since The Logos which Socrates produced was Extremely Convincing , but has now fallen into  
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distrust . Since The Logos , that the soul is a certain harmony of ours , has now and always     
`
had a hold of me in a wonderful way , and just as thou mentioned it , it reminded me  

that my self had previously taken this for granted also . And again I am in much need of some  

other Logos , just as if from the beginning , which will convince me that the soul does not die 

along with the body . Tell me then , by Zeus , in what way did Socrates Pursue The Logos ? 

And whether that man was distressed , just as you say you had obviously become distressed ,   
E
or was he not , but quietly came to rescue The Logos ? And if he rescued It sufficiently or 

deficiently ?  Tell us everything as most precisely as thou can .

Phaedo: I have certainly , often been in Awe of Socrates , O Echecrates , but never more  
A
than at that time that he came to our rescue  . Therefore on the one hand , he had a response    

to those puzzles , that was Equally not at all expected ; but what most mystified me indeed     

about Self , was this ; first on the one hand , was the Pleasant and Gentle and Admirable Way    

in which he received the logos of the young ones , and how Keenly he Perceived the effect 

which their logos’ had then affected us , and that consequently how Well he Healed us , and  

as it were , Summoned us from our flight and defeat , and Turned us Around in order to  

follow along with him , and together , examine The Logos .                                                             
(
Echecrates:  How did he do this then ? (
Phaedo: I will tell thee . For I happened to be sitting on the right of Self , by the couch , upon a   
B
low seat , so that he was sitting much more higher than I . He was then rubbing my    

head and bringing together the hair on the back of my neck - 
-
for he so happened to be in the habit , of playing with my hair -
-
Socrates:  Tomorrow then , O Phaedo , thou will probably cut thine beautiful long hair .

Phaedo:  That is likely , O Socrates .(
Socrates:  Please do not , should thou be convinced by me .                (Another Symbolic Proof
to consider at The End)
Phaedo:  What should I do then ? (
Socrates: Today I shall cut mine and thou thine , if perchance The Logos indeed dies for us , 
C
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and , we are unable to revive Self . And it seems to me at least , that if I were thee , and should 
’
The Logos escape us , I would take an oath , just as the Argives do , not to let my hair grow ,

before I took up arms again and until I should vanquish the logos of Simmias and Cebes . 

Phaedon:  But , they say that not even Heracles was able to fight against two .
’’`
Socrates:  Then call on me as thine Iolaus , as long as there is still Light .

Phaedon:  I shall call on thee , but accordingly , not as Heracles , but as Iolaus .
`
Socrates:  It makes no discernible difference .
(
                                                                                                           (The   patho  logos  )
39           But first we should take care to guard against a   certain mental condition   , 


and that we should not be affected by it .
(and The Art of Midwifery)
Phaedon:  What condition is that ?( ;) 
Socrates: That we should not become haters of logos , just as people become haters of humans .
D
For there is no greater defect that one can suffer than to hate any Logos . But hatred of logos    
(
and hatred of humans arise out of the same condition . For hatred of humans is either put on out 

of excessive trust in someone without the use of Art , and by being lead to believe that the man is

altogether truthful and sound and trustworthy ; then a short time afterwards discovers this person

is base and untrustworthy . And then after this experience another one also happens and when one

has this feeling many times , and especially with those whom he was led to believe should be   

89E their nearest and dearest friends , then in the end , after many such blows , he hates everyone 

and is led to believe that Perfect Wholesomeness/Soundness/Sanity , does not exist in anyone .
 
Or has thou not perceived this happening ?

Phaedo:  Many times indeed ! (Consider Thucydides’ description of the Pan-Hellenic war which 
they had all lived through and which Socrates fought in.)
Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that this is a disgraceful mental condition , and clearly due to 

an attempt to have human relations without making use of such an Art in human affairs ?  

For if he had made use of an Art to any degree , It would have lead him to believe ,   
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just as it has to be in this way , that on the one hand , The Very Useful and the very worthless   
A
are both , very rare , and on the other hand , the majority are between those extremes .

Phaedon:  What do you mean ? ( ;)
Socrates:  It is just as with the very short and the very tall . Do you think anything is more rare 

than it is to find either an extremely tall or an extremely short man or a dog or anything else ?

Or again , one extremely swift or slow or deformed or well-formed or white or black ?  
(
Or do you not perceive that in all those cases , on the one hand , the most extreme at either end 

are rare and few , but on the other hand , the abundant and plentiful are in between those ?

Phaedon:  Most certainly indeed .(.)
Socrates:  Do you think that it is not the case then , that if a contest of “worthlessness” 
B
were established , there also , the winners , would be very few ?

Phaedon:  That is indeed likely . (
Socrates: For it is Reasonable ! But The Logos’ , on the one hand , are not Like human-beings 

in This Way , since now I was merely following thine lead .  But that (sick) condition happens
’
whenever anyone puts their Trust in some logos as being true , without the use of The Art of

The Logos , then shortly afterwards believes self to be false  –thus on the one hand , by being so  

at times , whereas at other times by  not Being so –  and so on with another and another case … ; 
’
and even more so , you know , with those who spend their time at contradicting The Logos , 
C’     
that in the end , they believe they have become most wise and that they alone , have “thoroughly

understood” that there neither exists any Soundness nor any Stability among The Realities nor  

any Logos , but that All that exists , exists without any Rules of Art , just as if It were in    

the tide of the Euripean straits , churning up and down and in no way resting for any time at all .

Phaedon:  What you say , is entirely truly so  .(
Socrates: Is it not the case , O Phaedo , that it would be a sad state of affairs , if there were really

a Certain Logos that is True and Firm and Capable of Being Understood , but that through

their experience of having dealt with such logos that on the one hand , at one time were believed 
D
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to be true , but on the other hand , at another time , untrue , but they did not in any way 

blame themselves nor their own lack of Art , but in the end because of the suffering , gladly     

shift the blame away from themselves to The Logos , and from that time on spend the rest of their
’
life hating and reviling Logos , thus being deprived of The Truth of Beings and of Knowledge . 

Phaedon:  Yes , by Zeus , without a doubt , that condition would be a pitiful state of affairs !
pathologos

Socrates:  40 Now then , on the one hand , we should first Guard against this condition ,   

and that we should not allow into our soul , that dangerous conviction that there is nothing 
E
Sound in The Logos ; but much rather , that it is us , who are in no way Maintained

in a Sound Way , and that we must Bravely and Eagerly     Pursue being Maintained

in a Sound Way . Therefore on the one hand , for thee and the others , for the sake of     

All The Life still to come , and I on the other hand , for the sake of The Death of Self ; in the  
A
present condition , run the risk of not Maintaining a Philosophical Attitude about This Self , but 

just as those who are quite unenlightened , have a contentious attitude . For the unenlightened ,    

when they also engage in argument about anything , on the one hand , will in no way care  

whether or not The Logos under discussion maintains any Mindfulness , but on the other hand , 

they are only eager that those present believe this which selves have set forth. And it seems to me
t
hat in my present condition , I differ from them only to this extent ; for I shall not in any way    

be eager for those present to believe , that what I say is True , except if it were secondary ,   

but I shall only be eager , that My Self , thoroughly believes , that anything I say has to be (A)  
’
in this way . For Behold in what a Selfish Way I Use The Logos O My Dear Companion , for if 
B
on the one hand , what I say hits upon Being True , surely then It has to Persuade in a Beautiful

Way ; but if , on the other hand , nothing exists after death , well then indeed , for this     Time   
’
even less , shall Self be inclined to distress those present with lamentations , before Death .   

Since neither , will my ignorance continue to exist along with Self ; for that would be wrong ,  
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since it will come to an end a little later .  

               Here I am , thus Prepared , O Simmias and Cebes , I come to Advocate for The Logos . 

So then , if thou will be persuaded by me , thou will give but little thought to the person 
C
of Socrates , but much more to The Truth .  If , on the one hand , thou believes that what I say 

is True , agree with me ; but if  on the other hand , thou does not , oppose it with every Logos ,  
 
in order that in my Eagerness , I do not thoroughly beguile myself and yourself at the same time ,

and just like a bee , leave behind my sting when I go . 


41    Then we must go on . First , if I do not appear to remember , remind me of what thou said .
         ’
For Simmias , on the one hand , as I believe , distrusts and fears , that even though the soul is

More Divine and Beautiful than the body , she may yet perish , by being of such a nature as 
that D
thou sees in harmony .   Whereas Cebes , I think agrees with me in this , that on the one hand ,    
`
the soul is much more longer-lasting than the body , but on the other hand , that this is altogether 

unknown , whether or not the soul often really wears out many bodies , and then , upon leaving   

her last body , at that time self is destroyed , and this is her self death  , the total destruction  

of soul , since the body is always being destroyed , for its destruction does not ever end .     

Is it these issues or others then , O Simmias and Cebes , which we must necessarily investigate ?
’’
Phaedo: They both agreed that it really was these .
91E         ’.
Socrates:  Do you then , not accept all our previous statements , or some but not others ?

Phaedo: Some , they both said , but not others .
’
Socrates: What then , about The Logos , in which we said that Learning is Recollection , and

that if This Logos has to be in this way , our soul must necessarily previously exist elsewhere , 

before being imprisoned in the body ?
A
Cebes: On the one hand , I was at that time Wonderfully Convinced by Self ,  
’
and now again I stand by Self , as I would by no other Logos .
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Simmias:  And I certainly have to believe Self is in this way also , 

and I would be Very Surprised if I indeed ever believed about This in any other way .

Soc: But thou must necessarily Change thine opinion , O Theban Guest , if  thou still maintain 

the belief , that on the one hand , harmony is a composite element , while on the other hand , thou
`
say that soul is a kind of harmony composed out of physical elements being in a state of tension . 
`
For certainly, thou will indeed , not allow thyself to maintain that prior to a composite harmony  
92B `   
existed , those elements existed even before that , out of which , Self must have necessarily

been composed ! Or , would thou allow this ? 

Simmias:  Not in any way , O Socrates ! (
Socrates:  Does thou Realize then , that this is what thou are in fact saying , when you state that , 

on the one hand , The Soul indeed exists even before She takes on the form of the human body , 

whereas at that time , Self is composed of The Real Beings (81A) that do not exist at all ? 

For Harmony is certainly indeed not such as that to which thou compares Her ; since the lyre       
`
and the strings and the sounds that are produced before , must still remain un-harmonized , 

whereas the harmony that is composed last of all , is also the first to be destroyed . 
C`
In what way then will thou Accord this Logos , to That One ?

Simmias:  Not in any way . ( .)
Socrates:  And surely , The Logos about Harmony should Conspicuously Possess Concord ,  
`
if indeed any other does indeed . 

Simmias:  It must , in a Conspicuous Way . (
Socrates:  So then , thine Logos is not Concordant .       Look then , which one of The Logos’   
’ , 
does thou prefer , that Learning is Recollection or that The Soul is Harmony ?
`
Simmias: I much rather prefer the former , O Socrates . For on the one hand , the latter one 
D
came to me without demonstration but with a certain probability and attractiveness , which is why

most humans believe it .  But on the other hand , I am aware the logos’ upon which the proof is 

based on probability , are falsely pretentious and if one does not Guard against selves , they will
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most certainly thoroughly deceive one , even in geometry and in everything else . Whereas  

The Logos of Recollection and Learning is delivered by a Hypothesis Worthy of Acceptance . 
 ’
For in this way our Soul was also said to exist somewhere before she came into the body , just as 

The Self Ousia is of the kind that we qualify by the name of  “That which Is” . Thus , as I
E
Persuade Myself , I Accept This Logos in a Sufficient and Correct Way . Necessarily then ,     

by these reasons , as it is proper , neither can I accept the theory from myself nor anyone else , 

that Soul is Harmony . (`

Socrates:  42 What then about the following one , O Simmias ? Does it seem proper to thee that  

Harmony or any other composite , should somehow be maintained in a different way than    
93A `
those elements should be maintained , out of which She must be composed ? 
 
Simmias:  In no way whatsoever .(
Socrates:  Neither , as it appears to me at least , can She truly act on anything , nor be acted upon 

by anything , in a different way , than that which those parts would either act or be acted upon ?
’
Phaedon : He agreed .(
Socrates:  Accordingly it is indeed proper for Harmony not to Lead those component parts , 
              `
but to follow those parts out of which She must be composed .
’
Phaedon:  Simmias agreed to  this . (
Socrates: Accordingly then , must Harmony indeed be completely opposed to making a move 
`
or uttering a sound , or doing anything else , in a way that is contrary , to the parts of Self .

Simmias:  Completely opposed indeed ! (
Socrates:  What then ? Does not The Nature of each Harmony , depend on the way  
`
that each Harmony can be Harmonized ?
``
Simmias:  I am not following thee . (
Socrates:  Will She not , on the one hand , be more Harmonious , if She is also more Full  ,     

and if indeed this happens to be accepted , She will be more Harmonious by also being 

Full of Harmony , but on the other hand , if She is less , then to the point that      
        ’’
She is less , She would also be less and less full of Harmony ?
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Simmias:  By all means , yes indeed .(
Socrates:  Is this then also to be the case concerning The Soul , even to the smallest degree ;
                
that one soul is more and more fully soul than another soul , or is Self less and less fully soul ?
’
Simmias:  Not in any way whatsoever .(’
Socrates: Come along then , by Zeus . On the one hand , one Soul is said to Possess Intellect   

andVirtue and to be Good , but on the other hand , another soul is said to be unenlightened and 

wicked and vicious ?  Are these statements made in a True Way ?

Simmias:  Certainly , in a True Way . (
Socrates:  Of those who maintain that Soul is Harmony what will someone say are these beings
C`
of Virtue and wickedness that exist in our souls ? Are they , in turn , some other Harmony  
`
and discord ?   And so The Good Soul , on the one hand , is Harmonious , by being in  

Self Harmony that also possesses Another Harmony , whereas the other soul/Harmony ,     
`
is self discordant and also possesses no other Harmony in self ?!


The Republic 436B
Law of Contradiction : The same attribute cannot be and not be in the same subject , at the same time .

Simmias:  I at least , do not have anything to say , but it is clear that the one who maintains  
’’
that assumption , might say something such as that  .
’’
Socrates:  But we agreed just before , that one soul is neither more nor less soul than another ,   
D
but this is equal to agreeing , that one Harmony is neither more full             -not to any degree- ,  
’’
nor less full   -not to any degree-   than another Harmony . Is that the case ?
’ ’’
Simmias:  Yes indeed .(
Socrates:  But that which is indeed neither more nor less a Harmony/soul  

is neither more nor less Harmonious/soul  . Is it in this way ? 

Simmias:  It is .(
Socrates:  But can anything which is neither more nor less Harmonious/soul   

Partake more or less of Harmony/soul , or to an Equal degree ?
`
Simmias:  To an Equal degree .(
Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that if one soul is neither more nor less soul than another soul ,
’
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she is soul to This Same degree , so then she is neither more nor less Harmonious/soul ?
E
Simmias: It is in this way .(
Socrates: But if this is so , it would not have received more of a share of discord or of Harmony ?
S
immias:  It would not indeed .(
Socrates: This being the case in turn , could one soul have been affected any more by vice   
’
or Share of Virtue any more than another soul , 


if indeed then on the one hand , vice is discord ,
’ 

and on the other hand , Virtue is Harmony ?

Simmias:  By no more .(
Socrates: But it is certainly much more so  , O Simmias , that According to The Correct Logos ,  
A

soul would in no way share of any vice , if indeed she were Harmony .
`

For it is Beyond a doubt that if Harmony is Entirely Harmony ;
’

then to This Same Degree It would never share of discord .
’
Simmias: It certainly would not .(
Socrates: It is also Beyond a doubt , that if  soul  were entirely soul : 


she would never share of vice .


Simmias:  How could it not be in this way indeed , in view of what has been said ?

Socrates:  Accordingly then , it follows from This Logos that All the souls in All of us living- 

-beings will be similarly good to This Same degree , if indeed souls are similarly produced .

Simmias:  To me at least , it appears to be so , O Socrates .

Socrates: If the hypothesis that the soul is Harmony was Correct , does it still appear to be 
B`
Beautifully said , and would its logos also Undergo/Feel  In This Way by These Conclusions ?  

Simmias: In no way whatsoever !
                   ’

Socrates:  43  What next ? Out of all the living-beings thou can mention  , up to the present time  
 ’
has there been a certain One , other than Soul , which Governs in human-beings , especially if 

She is also Mindful ?
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Simmias:  Indeed , I cannot .
Socrates:  And does she do So , by embracing the affections of the body or by opposing them ? 
 
Thus I mean this , such as when the body is hot and thirsty , the soul draws it to the opposite 

-condition ; to not drinking , and when the body is hungry , to not eating , and we certainly see  

countless other ways of the soul opposing the affections of the body . Or is that not the case ?

Simmias:  94C It certainly is the case .(
Socrates:  And in turn , is it not the case that we previously agreed , that if Self , 

were indeed Harmony , then She could in no way whatsoever sing opposite to the sounds caused
’
by tightening, loosening , strumming and those other experiences  of which She happens to be 

feeling , since She must follow them and can never Lead them ?
’  ’
Simmias:  We did so agree , how could we not have ? (
Soc:  What now ? Does She appear to us to be Acting in quite the opposite way when She Rules 

all those affections of which Self is said to be composed , and so by opposing nearly all but a few

throughout all of life , and by Mastering all their ways , on the one hand at times , She Corrects 
D 
more harshly with the suffering that accompanies physical training and medical treatments ,   
’
but then at other times She Corrects more gently , then again She uses threats , but then at other 

times She Advises , by having a Dialectical conversation with the desires and angers and fears ,  

as if She were one Resource , talking to another ? Such as Homer wrote in The Odyssey ;      
`
where he says that Odysseus ,

ODY XX 17-18
                                   thus struck his breast , Correcting his Heart , by Advising : 

 Endure it surely my Heart , for Thou has endured other things far worse at other times .
’.

Accordingly then , does thou think that when the poet wrote this , he understood Self  
E
as being a Harmony which is also lead by the affections of the body , and not rather , as
’
Leading and Mastering them ; since by Self Being According to Self , She is also a much  
’
More-Divine Resource than Harmony ?
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Simmias:  Yes , by Zeus , to me at least , it appears so , O Socrates .

Soc: Take notice then , O My Noble Friend , we can no longer maintain , 

in a Beautiful Way   that Soul is Harmony , for , as it is Reasonable ,      
     `
we would neither agree with the Divine Poet Homer , nor Selves with our Selves.

Simmias:  It has to be in this way .(

Socrates:  44 Very well then , on the one hand , the followers of The Theban Harmony ,    

have Somehow become Gracious/Propitious in a Measured Way to us , as it is Reasonable . 

whereas on the other hand , how andby what Logos , O Cebes (and Simmias) , can we Truly 

Gain Favor from the followers of Cadmus ?

Cebes: It appears to me thou will find a way . Thou has certainly dealt with The Logos about

Harmony in a wonderful way to me ; almost as if beyond belief . For when Simmias was speaking

of his puzzles , I was very much wondering if anyone would be able to Provide Whatever  

was Required for The Logos of Self  ; and then , It suddenly appeared to me in a marvelous way ,
B
that The Logos of Harmonia  could not sustain the first approach of Thine Logos . And so  

surely then , I would not be amazed if The Logos of Cadmus , suffered the same fate .

Socrates:  O Good Friend , do not boast , lest some jealousy be set in motion to overturn our 

Destined Logos . However on the one hand , surely then we leave these matters to The Care for 

The God , but on the other hand , let us proceed , in Homeric fashion “let us pierce right through”
cut to the quick)
The Logos at hand , to see if there is anything that accords with what thou says . 



According to Thomas Taylor , Olympiodorus says that ,
[Prometheus Trust Volume XII , p317]

“Cadmus is The (Whole) Sub-Lunary Region , as belonging to Dionysus ,
on which account

Harmonia (The Offspring) is United to The (Cadmus/Father/Cause) God ,
and by being The (Grand) Father of The Four Bacchuses

(Tritericus-Sun , Lysius-Aphrodite , Silenus-Hermes , Licknitus-Moon . JFB) .
But they make The Four Elements to be allotted from Dionysus ,

(ZEUS and Semele Bore Dionysus who was thus The Grandson of Cadmus. JFB)
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that is , Fire to be Semele ; Earth : Agave , tearing in pieces her own offspring ;
Water : Ino ; and lastly , Air : Autonoe.”

There is Great Beauty in Conjoining Harmonia ,
The Daughter of Aphrodite and Ares , with Cadmus .

For on the one hand , Aphrodite is The Cause 
of all the Harmony and Analogy in The Kosmos ,

and Beautifully Illuminates The Order and Communion of All Kosmic Concerns .
Whereas on the other hand , Ares Excites The Contrarieties of The Kosmos ,

that The Kosmos may exist Perfect and Whole from all Its Parts .
Therefore , The Progeny of these Two Divinities

must be The Concordant Discord or Harmony of The Sub-Lunary Region .

                                                       The Greater Mysteries
                                                           The God Cadmus
                                            The Acropolis -The Upper-Citadel                                  
                                       Cadmeian Firmer-Vessel of Self Wisdom                                   
                                                                               
                                                                    

                                                                             

                                                     The Sub-Lunary Region                                
                                                        The Lesser Mysteries

              + Aphrodite                                 Harmony                                      Ares -            
                                                                The Theban

    Yoked-Pairs
                                                         Greater and Lesser          
                                                  Gracious-Moderate-Rational
                                                  Fire : Air  : : Water : Earth                         
                                              Semele : Autonoe : : Ino :Agave                     
                                             The Natural , Healthy Disposition

That Artfully Belongs to The Soul Herself of The Kosmos

But surely then the main point of what thou seeks is that , it is worth demonstrating that our soul  
C
is indeed Immortal and Indestructible , so that if a Philosophic Person who is about to die , 

is supremely confident in the face of death that they will also lead a Better Life in Hades , than if 

they had died while living life differently in vicious way , is not being unintelligently confident    

and foolish in his confidence . Thus it is worthwhile to Reveal to The Light of Day , why it is    

that The Soul is Mighty and A Divine Idea and that She Was , even way before we came-to-be  

human-beings yet thou says All This does not keep her from being Immortal but only reveals that
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 the soul is long-lasting and that soul existed at some time before , for an extraordinary amount 

of time and that she knew and did many things . But for All That , she was no more Immortal .

But her very entrance into the human body was the beginning of her destruction , just as if she 
D
were a disease , she would live that life in distress and would in the end , be destroyed indeed in

what we call death . Thus thou says that it surely makes no difference whether she enters a body  

once or many times , in regards to the fear in each of us indeed , for thou says it is proper to be 

afraid , if one is not unintelligent , neither knowing nor being able to give proof , that the soul is  

Immortal . Such things , I think , is what thou maintains , O Cebes . And I deliberately repeat it 
E
often, in order that not any point may escape us . You may add or subtract anything if you wish .

Cebes: But there is nothing that I at least , want to either subtract or add at the present moment .

For this is , what I said/meant .


Phaedon: 45 After that , Socrates was Self-Absorbed in reflection for a long time and 

Contemplating/Examining/Considering about something . Then he said ; 

Soc:  It is no thoughtless matter that thou seeks , O Cebes , for The Cause of Generation and      
                 
Destruction needs to be Wholly and Thoroughly Investigated . Thus I , if indeed thou wishes ,   

will Give to thee , my personal experience concerning Selves . Thereafter should Something that 
    
I say may come to Light Useful to thee , Make Use of It to Persuade us of that which thou says  .

Cebes:  But I truly do indeed wish that !

Socrates: Listen then , as I tell thee , O Cebes . For when I was young I was in a strange way    

as I was eager to possess that wisdom , which they surely call the study of physics , for

it appeared to me to be a splendid thing to know the causes of each reality ; through what , does

each thing come to be and through what , does it dissolve and through what does it remain in   

existence . And often , I myself changed up and down in the investigation , with questions such   
B
as these , in the first place ; at the time living creatures are formed , does it really happen when     
’
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heat and cold bring about some decay , as some say , and does it happen through     

the blood or through the air , or through fire , or on the one hand , if it is through none 

of these by which we have Mind , or on the other hand , if it is the brain , which produces  
’
the perceptions of hearing and of sight and of smell , then out of these memory comes to be  

and opinion , then out of memory and opinion , quietness takes hold , then out of this quietness  

knowledge comes into being ; and in turn , by investigating how these perish and what happens

to things in Heaven and on the Earth , in this way , finally , I myself came to believe that this 
c
kind of investigation is Naturally-Unsuited , by being of no Use .    Therefore , I will give thee 

sufficient proof of this . For at that time , I was severely blinded by this investigation , of what     

I clearly knew then and also of what I knew before , as it appeared to both myself and to others .  

It was as if I had been unlearned , and even of those things I thought I knew before ; about many

other things and specifically , why do human-beings grow ? Since before this happened I thought 

it was obvious to everyone  that it was through eating and drinking that men grew; for on the one

hand, whenever one adds flesh to flesh from the food one eats, on the other hand, one adds bones
D
to bones , and in this way according to the same logos , the other parts were also added  

to each of the other appropriate parts of the body , then from having a lesser mass , at the time     

before, one has now become a greater mass, and in this way the smaller human becomes greater .  

I thought in this way at that time . Does it not appear to thee that I believed in a measured way ?
  
Cebes: At least , I do.(
Soc: Then please still consider the following . For I thought that my opinion was sufficient , 

that whenever a tall man appeared standing by a short man he was taller by a head , and 

that a horse was taller than a horse in the same way ; and even more manifestly clear than these  
E   : 
examples indeed , it appeared to me , that ten was more than eight because two had been added 

to selves , and that a two-cubit length is larger than a cubit because it surpasses it by half of self .

Cebes: What then , surely then , appears to Thee Now about selves ?
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Soc:  By Zeus , I am so far from thinking , that I know the cause of those events , of which

I will not even allow myself to comment , regarding the meeting of neighbors with each other, 

that when any one is added to one , either the one to which the addition was made , has become  

two , or the one which was added , or the one added and the one which was added-to become two

through the addition of one to the other .              For I wonder , if , on the one hand , when each  
A 
of selves was separate from the other , each was accordingly one , and they were not at that time  

two , but that on the other hand , when they were brought near to one another , Self  became  
’
The Cause of their becoming two . Nor indeed can I any longer be persuaded that when any one  
  
Self is parted , that The Self Parting has become in turn The Cause of Her being able to become 
   
two; for She becomes opposite to The Cause that became two at that time. For on the one hand ,  
97B 
at that time , that came to be by bringing them near to each other and by adding the one     
     
to the other , but now , on the other hand , that happens because one is taken away and separated 
’
from the other . According to the mode of this investigation , neither can I still persuade myself , 
’
that I indeed know through what one exists, or how anything else either becomes or perishes     
’’
or remains in existence , by one method /logos . but since I have yet another Mixed up Way 
’’
of Investigation that is familiar to me , in no way , will I ever accept that method . 


46              Then on the one hand , once upon hearing someone read , as he said , from a book of 
’      
Anaxagoras who proclaims that it is through Mind that The Kosmos is Ordered and The Cause 
C 
of All , I was then delighted with This Cause and in some way , i  t   appeared   to me to contain    

the correct way that The Mind is The Cause of All , and I was lead to believe , that if this was    
’
in this way ; that if The Mind Orders , then surely It would have to Direct Everything and   

to Arrange Each and Every thing In The Best Way that This Should Be In . If then , one wished 

to find The Cause of each thing ; in what way  it comes to be or perishes or remains in existence ,

it would be necessary to discover this about Self ; what is The Best Way for Self to Be , or     
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to be acted-upon in any way by another , or to for Self to Act  . Surely then , out of This Logos  , 

what is either Excellent or Best , and out of no other , is it Proper for humans to investigate    
D’
about this and other things .           Thus , This Same/Self Logos must necessarily also recognize 

that which is inferior/subordinate ; for selves belong to The Self/Same Knowledge .       

             As I Reasoned about these ways , I believed that I had truly discovered in Anaxagoras ,  

The Master of The Cause of Beings , according to my Self Intellect , and that he would tell me

first of all on the one hand , whether the earth is flat or round , and then when he had told me ,   

on the other hand , he would thoroughly explain not only The Cause , but also The Necessity , 
E
by explaining That which is Better , and that it was Better to Be Self (Intellect) in Such A Way .

And if he said Self was in the middle , then he would thoroughly explain that it was Better  

for Self to be in the middle . And if he would have revealed these things to me , that I was  

Prepared , never again to long for another kind of cause . And that  I was truly Prepared , 
A
to learn by inquiry in the same way , about The Sun and Moon and the other Heavenly Bodies ,

in this same way , about their speed and revolutions relative to each other and whatever else  

happened to them , in whatever way , at any time , that each active or passive condition is Better .
’
For I never would have thought , that Anaxagoras , who indeed asserted that these Selves that 

have been under The Direction of Mind , would bring in any cause for Selves other than , that 

Selves are Best Maintained in this way , just as they have to Be . Then once he had assigned  
B 
The Cause to each and to all things in common , I thought he would go on to thoroughly explain 
 
The Very Best for each Self , and The Common Good for all . And I would not have given up 

my hopes for a fortune .  So I very eagerly acquired his books ; reading them as quickly as   
   
I was able to , in order to know The Very Best and the inferior as quickly as I was able to . 
’’

47        Surely then , that wonderful hope was taken away , O Companion , and gone from me 

from the first time that I proceeded to read , since on the one hand , I Saw the man made no Use 
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of Intellect nor did he assign It any Responsibility for The Management of The Realities , 
C
but on the other hand, charged as causes air and ether and water and many other absurd causes .

And he seemed to me , to have been affected in the very same way as one who would say that  

all the actions of Socrates would be due to Intellect , but then , in trying to explain the causes 

of each thing that I do , first says on the one hand , that I am now sitting here , through these :     

because my body is composed out of bones and sinews , and on the one hand , the bones are   

solid and are separated by joints from each other, but that on the other hand, the sinews are such 
98D 
as to stretch and relax , surrounding the bones along with the flesh and skin , by which 

selves are held together , thus as the bones are hung in the sockets of selves , that slacken and 
 
tighten by the sinews , I suspect , and enable me to bend my joints as I do at the present time , 
’
and that through this cause , I happen to be sitting here with my legs crossed together . And   

in turn he mentions other causes concerning our discourse with each other ; such as sounds and 

air and hearing and countless other such “causes” , while thoughtlessly failing to mention as 
E 
The Actual Cause that , ever since it appeared better to the Athenians for me to be condemned ,

and truly through this, it has appeared Better to me in turn, to sit here, and that it was More Just
t
o remain here to undergo the sentence they should order . Otherwise , as it seems to me at least ,  
A 
by The Dog (Hermes : The God of Travelers) long ago , these sinews and bones would have been
o
n their way towards Megara or Boeotia , being carried by the opinion of what is the best course ,

if I did not Know that It Is More Just and More Beautiful to undergo any sentence the city may

order instead of running away and escaping .  But on the one hand , to call such things “causes”  
 
is quite absurd ; but on the other hand , if someone said that without having such things , and     

bones and sinews and other things as far as I have , I would not be able to do that which 
Appeared   
’
Proper to me, they would be right , but surely , to say that it is because of This Logos that I do  

what I do and do these things with Intelligence , but not with a view to That which is Best , 
B’
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would be the logos of a prodigiously indifferent way . For since they are not able to discern , 

on the one hand , Why The Cause , Is In Reality , One Entity , whereas on the other hand ,
’
That (The Good) without which , The Cause would not ever be The Cause , Is Another .         
’
And that which , the majority truly appear to me to do , just as if they were groping in the dark
                              
when they call it (opinion) “a cause”, thus imposing a Foreign name to it . And for which reason

surely then on the one hand , one man surrounds the earth with a vortex under Heaven , to make

the earth remain securely in its place , while on the other hand , another stretches out the air to    

overlook it as if it were a wide abyss . But since they neither investigate The Power by which  
99C
Selves are now Disposed in The Best Possible Way, nor do they believe It Has A Daimonic

Force . But they are lead to believe that they will find at some time a stronger and more immortal

latter day Atlas, to hold everything together even more, and they neither believe that The Good , 

Must Truly Bind and Hold Selves-Together .     On the one hand , I would have gladly become
’ 
the disciple of any one who may have possessed in some way , at some time That Kind 

of Cause . But on the other hand , since I was deprived of This , and neither did I myself 
discover
’        
This ,  nor did I happen to learn of Such a Nature from another , do you wish for me to give thee
’
a demonstration of the search with which I busied myself ,     
D
in my Second Quest (The Firmer [Cadmeian]Vessel 85D ?) for The Cause , O Cebes ?

Cebes:  I do wish it above all else .

Socrates:  48   Now then , after this , when I had averted my Search (first Anaxagorean quest) 

from natural existents , it appeared to me , that I must necessarily be Careful , to avoid that very 

experience of those who watch and look-upon an eclipse of The Sun , for some of them may 

ruin their eyes , if they do not Look at The Image of The Self in Water or something Like This .

And I envisioned something such as this happening to me , and I Feared , that my soul  
E
may be altogether blinded , if I were to look at The Realities with my eyes and if I tried to grasp 
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Selves with each of my senses .     It appeared to me then , that I must necessarily take Refuge in 

The Logos’ and in Those Seek The Truth of The Real Beings . Thus on the one hand , perhaps 

The Image which I Liken is not done in a fitting way .  For I do not at all grant that one who 
A
Seeks The Real Beings in The Logos is concerned with images more than one who seeks Them

in deeds .      But surely then , I did begin in this way ; by also using The Logos as a hypothesis 
  :  ’
in each case , which I Discerned to be The Most Sound , I would on the one hand , consider as   
     
Being True , about Cause and about Every Other Real Being , which appeared to me to be        
 
In Tune with This Logos , and on the other hand , consider as not True , whatever was not . But 
’
I want to make my meaning more clear to thee , for I believe that now thou does not yet See . 

Cebes:  No , by Zeus , not very well . (

Socrates:   49    But it is nothing new .What I mean is this , but it is also just as always ; what I 
B’ ’
have never stopped saying in The Earlier Logos and at other times . For I am truly going to try   

to set out to demonstrate to thee The Idea of The Cause with which I have busied myself , 

and I will refer back to Those Oft-Murmured Songs and begin from Them ; by hypothesizing
’
that a certain Beauty Exists , Self According to Self , and The Good and The Great and 
              ’
All The Others; which if thou willingly grants and also agrees that They Exist , then as a result , 

I hope to demonstrate and that thou will discover , The Cause , that The Soul is Immortal .
C
Cebes:  Surely then , take it as being granted to thee , and do not delay/linger with its fulfillment .

Socrates:  Consider then , the next thing in order after that , if it appears to thee as it does to me . 

For it has come to Light for me , that if there is anything whatsoever , that is beautiful , besides  

The Beautiful Self , it is beautiful by no other One , than because it Partakes of That Beauty  ; 
’
and surely then I say that it is in this way with everything . Do you agree there is such a Cause ?

Cebes:  I do so agree .(
Socrates:  Now then , I am no longer able to understand or recognize those other sophisticated

causes , but if someone should tell me , that anything whatsoever which is beautiful , either 
’
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because it has a bright color or shape or any other such thing whatsoever ,then on the one hand ,  
D’
I Ignore , these other “causes” (as he did Meno and the servant of the Eleven) – for all these  

stir up trouble for me – but on the other hand , as for myself , I hold-on simply and plainly and     
      ’
perhaps simplemindedly , to this , (as Odysseus held on to his plank for as long as he could.OdyV366) 

that not anything else makes self beautiful , than That Presence , or The Commonality of That ,
    
and thus in whatever way She becomes Attached ; for I no longer rely on This Relationship ,

but only, that all beautiful things become beautiful By The Beautiful . For This Relationship , 
’
appears to me to be The Safest Answer I can give to myself or anyone else , and if I keep-  
 
-hanging-on , to This , I am Lead to Believe , that I shall never fall into error , since This is  
100E’
The Safe Answer both (that I separated-out) for myself and for anyone else : 

                              That beautiful things are beautiful By The Beautiful .

Or does it not appear to thee that this is the case ?

Cebes:  It does so appear .(
Socrates:  And accordingly it is By Magnitude that great things are great and greater things

greater , and By Smallness that lesser things are lesser ?

Cebes:  Yes .(
Soc:  Accordingly then , neither should thou accept the logos , if anyone told thee , that one
’
person is taller than another , by a head , and the shorter is shorter by that same “measure”,   

but thou would solemnly protest , on the one hand , that thou means nothing else than that every   
A
great thing is greater than another by nothing else than Greatness , and is greater by This ,

through The Greatness/Magnitude , and on the other hand , the lesser is lesser by nothing else
                ,                 
than Smallness , and through This it is lesser ; through Smallness , by fearing , I suppose , what

the opposing logos may counter to thee , if you declared someone to be greater or lesser , 
 ,       
by a head , first of all , on the one hand , the greater is greater and the lesser is lesser ,  

by the same “measure”, then , on the other hand , the greater is greater , by a head , which is    
                        ,                
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small , and this would be truly monstrous , namely , that something is made great ,   
B
by something that is small ! Or would you not be afraid of this ?
      ;
Cebes , laughing :  I would indeed . 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that thou should be afraid to say , that ten is more than eight ,  

by two , and that this is the cause of the excess , but not by Multitude and through Multitude ?

And that two cubits is greater than one cubit , by half , and not through Magnitude ?
’
For this is certainly the same fear  .

Cebes:  Most certainly !(’.)

Nicomachus of Gerasa , Introduction to Arithmetic , Book 1 Chapter 2

(4)  Now then , The Real Beings , both Those that are Properly So-called , and those that 

possess Their name ; such as Those that are Intelligible and those that are sensible/perceptible , 
’
Some of them are Unified and Continuous , such as , a Living-being , The Kosmos , a Tree and

The Like which are properly and characteristically called Magnitudes ; others are discontinuous ,

and also in a side-by-side arrangement , and as it were , in heaps , which are called Multitudes ,  

such as , a flock , a people , a heap , a chorus , and The Like . 

(5) Accordingly then , Wisdom must be considered to be The Knowledge of These Two Ideas . 

But since All Multitude and All Greatness are Necessarily by The Nature of Selves Unlimited 
’
(for on the one hand , Multitude begins from a Definite Root and does not cease Increasing ; 

whereas on the other hand ,  The Division of Greatness begins from a Definite Wholeness , 

and it can never cease the dividing process , but through This , both Proceed to Infinity) , but 
’
since Knowledges are in every way Knowledges of The Limited , but never of The Unlimited , 

surely then it has come to Light , that neither could a Knowledge dealing with either Absolute 

Greatness nor with Absolute Multitude could ever be formulated (for Each One is Indefinite 

By Itself , such as Multitude towards the more , but Greatness towards the less) , therefore 
’
a Knowledge must arise to deal with Something set-apart from both of Them , such as  
                                              ’
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on the one hand , The Knowledge to deal with Quantity set-apart from Multitude , 

and on the other hand , The Knowledge to deal with Magnitude , set-apart from Greatness .       
                
Socrates:  What next ? Thou would not carelessly undertake to say that when One is added to     
                      
One , the addition is the cause of Self becoming Two or when divided the division is the cause ?
C
But thou would loudly proclaim that thou does not know how else each can come to be except

by Partaking of The Characteristic of Each Ousia of which each thing must Participate , 

and in the case of Two coming to be thou would not hold-on to any other Cause , other than 
’
by The Participation of The Dyad , and those that are to be Two , necessarily Partake of This , 

and that which is to be One , necessarily Participate of The Monad , but thou would pay no

attention to these divisions and additions and other such “refinements” , and leave them 
D
to those more sophisticated than thyself to answer .  But thou , by being afraid , as they say ,  

of thine own shadow and lack of skill , by clinging to The Safety of That Hypothesis  

would answer in this way ?  Then , if someone attacked The Hypothesis of Self , thou would    
  
not pay attention to that person and not answer , until thou had examined whether those

consequences that follow , would Sound Concordant to thee or discordant with one another .   
’  
But when thou must necessarily give The Logos of That Self , thou would deliberate 

in the same way ; by hypothesizing another hypothesis in turn ; whichever comes to Light Best  

of The Loftier Ones , until thou comes upon Something Sufficient , but thou should not   
E
“mix The Dry with the wet” , just as the controversialists do by discussing The Cause  and 

the effects There-from at the same time ; if indeed thou wishes to find any of The Real Beings . 

For on the one hand , in regards to Those , they equally neither give account-of nor thought-to .  

For being sufficiently enabled by their wisdom they mix everything together and at the same time

being acceptable to selves; but on the other hand , if indeed thou are Philosophically inclined ,      
102A   ’
I think thou will do , as I say .
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      Phaedon: To which both Simmias and Cebes , said at the same time , 


“Thou speaks Most Truthfully !”

Echecrates:  Yes , by Zeus , O Phaedon , Reasonably so indeed  ! For it appeared to me that  

he explained those matters in a Wonderfully Clear Way , even to anyone in possession of a

small amount of intelligence .

Phaedon:  By all means so , O Echecrates , and it did so appear to all those present .

Echecrates:  And so to those of us who were not present , but hear of it now .  

But what then , was said after These Logos’ ?


Phaedon:  50  As I think then , after These Logos’ had been accepted by Self ,  

and it was also agreed that Each One of The Ideas Exists , and that other things acquired  
B
Their name by Participating of These Selves .              Surely then after that , Socrates asked :

Socrates: Surely then  , if thou says this is in this way , then accordingly , when thou says that 
’
Simmias is taller than Socrates , but shorter than Phaedon , does thou not mean at that time that 
’
there exists in Simmias both , Greatness and Smallness ?

Cebes:  I do at least .(
Socrates:  But thou certainly agrees that the statement as stated in the words ‘Simmias 

surpasses Socrates’ do not possess the truth of the matter ? For surely , it is not in the nature 

of Simmias to surpass because he is Simmias , but through the magnitude which Simmias    
102C  
happens to possess ?  Nor again , does he surpass Socrates , because Socrates is Socrates , 
’
but because of  the smallness that Socrates possesses in relation to the magnitude of that other ?
’
Cebes:  True .(
Socrates:  Nor indeed again , is he to some degree surpassed by Phaedon by reason of Phaedon  

being Phaedon , but because of the magnitude which Phaedon possesses in relation to  
’
the shortness of Simmias ?

Cebes:  That is the case .
.
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Soc:  Accordingly then , in this way Simmias is given the name short and tall , which he has  
D
by being in the middle of both ; on the one hand , supplying the shortness to be surpassed by 

the tallness , while on the other hand , presenting his tallness to overcome the shortness . 
 
Phaedon: And at the same time smilingly said : 

Socrates: I seem to be talking like a book , but it certainly has to be indeed as I say .  
’
Phaedon: He agreed . 
.
Socrates:  But I speak in this way because I wish that it appears to thee in the same way as it does
’
to me . For it has come to Light for me that not only The Self Great will in no way come near to
  . ’
being Great and Small , at the same time , but also that the great in us will never admit/receive  

the Small nor come near to being surpassed , but one of two things happens : either It flees and 
E ’
withdraws, when Its opposite, The Small approaches or It is destroyed by the approach of That .

Thus It will not abide the presence nor receive The Small and be other than that which It was .   

Just as , I , receive and keep smallness , and still remain being just as I am ; I am this

same small person . But that , being great ,cannot undertake\bear\endure to be small .  Therefore   
’
in the same way , and as the smallness in us is not ever willing to become nor to be great ,  
 
neither does any other of the opposites , become or be its opposite , at the same time , and still 
’
remain being just as it was , but it either departs or is destroyed when that happens .                       
103A                ,  ’        
Cebes:  It has come to Light for me to be altogether in this way . 


Phaedo: 51 When one of those present heard this -I do not clearly remember who it was- he said ;
’     
Unknown Person: By The Gods , are not the statements just now given in self opposition

to what we agreed upon in our earlier Logos’ ;  that the greater arose out of the lesser 

and the lesser from the greater , and that was simply the self generation  of opposites from their

opposites ? But now it seems to me that we are saying , that this could not ever happen . 

Phaedon: And hearing this , Socrates turned his head to listen and said : 
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Soc: Thou has bravely reminded us . However , thou do not bear The Difference in Mind 
B
between that which is said now and what was said at that time . For on the one hand, at that time ,
     
we said that the opposite condition arose from its opposite condition ; whereas on the other hand,

now we say that The Self Opposite (Great) could never become Opposite (Small) to Itself  ;  

neither that in us , nor That in Nature . For at that time , my friend , on the one hand , we spoke 

about those that possess opposite conditions , whose selves are named after those conditions,

but now on the other hand , we are talking about Those Selves by Whose Presence

those that are named possess Their name ; and furthermore we say that , Those Selves 
’
can not ever intend/wish to allow/accept “Their Generation from Each Other” . 
103C
Phaedon: And at the same time , while looking at Cebes he said : 

Socrates : Accordingly then , certainly nothing that this man said , also disturbs thee , O Cebes ?


Cebes:  Not at the moment , but then again , I have been disturbed ; and certainly I say that 

such objections do often disturb me .

Socrates:  Accordingly then , we are altogether agreed , about this ;  

that an Opposite , will Absolutely in no way whatsoever , come to be Opposite to Itself .

Cebes:  We are altogether agreed ! (

Socrates:   52    Accordingly then , consider if thou will also agree with me   

on that which still follows . Is there something thou calls hot and cold ?

Cebes: Of course  I do .(
Socrates:  Are they then just as/like Ice and Fire ?                       Fire : Heat : : Odd : Triad
D ’                       Ice : Cold :  : Even : Dyad
Cebes:      By Zeus , not to me indeed ! (
Soc: Since the heat is something Different than Fire and the cold is something Other than Ice ?
’
Cebes:  Yes .(
Socrates:  But I suppose that it appears to you that the following is indeed the case , that Ice 
’
will in no way be receptive of the heat , just as we said before , and still remain being 

that which It was , and be both Ice and hot , but at the approach of the heat , Self will either 
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withdraw or be destroyed .

Cebes:  By all means indeed . (.)
Socrates:  And indeed Fire in turn , at the approach of the cold , Self will either go away or  

be destroyed ; since It will never dare accept the coldness and still be just as It was ; Fire .

Cebes:  What thou says is true . (.)
Socrates:  Accordingly then , in some such cases ; that not only Is The Ideal Self Always 

throughout All Time , Worthy of The Name of Self , but there is also Something Else , 

which on the one hand , is not That ,  but on the other hand , Always Maintains The Form of 

That , whenever It exists . But perhaps I can make my meaning still clearer in this way .

For certainly , The Odd must always necessarily have This Name , which we now mention . 

Or is that not the case ? ( ; )
Cebes:  It certainly is .(.)  
Socrates: Accordingly then , Odd is the Only Self among The Real Beings –for this is                
104A                   
what I mean– is there also Something Else , which on the one hand , is not Just as The Odd ,  

but on the other hand , it is equally necessary to Always call This Self This also , along with 

the Name of Itself , because It is of such a Nature , so as to never be separated from The Odd ?   

Thus I mean The Self  Triad which happens to be one example and there are many more .    
  
Consider then the case of The Triad . Does it not accordingly appear to thee , that It is always     
  
called both by the Name of Self and that of The Odd , which is  not the very same as The Triad ? 

                                                        

                                                           The Whole of Number

                         Species – Triadic Number                       Odd Number - Genus
                         Species – Dyadic Number                       Even Number - Genus

But It has nevertheless somehow thus Brought Forth Three and Five and Half of The Whole   
’
of Number ; so as to not be That which is Just as The Odd ; yet Each One of Selves are   

Always Odd .  And in turn , Those that are Two and Four and The Whole Other Row of Number  
B
in turn , while not being That which is Just as The Even , yet Each One of Selves are 
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nevertheless Always Even . Does thou agree or not ?

Cebes:  How could I not agree ? (
Socrates: Now then , observe , that which I desire to make clear .  Therefore , this is the case , 

that it has come to Light that not only do Those Opposites not accept Each Other , 

but also as many of Those beings , that while They are not opposite to Each Other (2&3) yet
’
They always possess The Opposites , and it is reasonable that These in no way accept       

That Idea whose Ousia is Opposite to That which is in Selves ; since when It approaches  

Self , will surely either perish or withdraw .  Shall we not say that Those that are Three will   
C
either abandon or comply to anything whatsoever , before becoming Even , and still remain  
 
being Three ?
 ;
Cebes:  By all means then .
.
Socrates:  Yet surely The Dyad is not the opposite of The Triad .

Cebes:  Indeed it is not . (.)
Socrates: Accordingly then , not only do Opposite Ideas not sustain the approach of  

Each Other , but also Some Other Beings , do not sustain the approach of The Opposites .
’
Cebes:  What you say is Most-True .


Socrates:   53   Does thou wish then , that we Define what These are , if we are able ?
’
Cebes:  Yes , by all means . 
.
Socrates:  Take notice then , O Cebes , would They be in the following way :  
D’
Those which can Contain any Self , must not only Maintain The Ideal  of Self

but must also always Maintain That of Some Opposite ?

Cebes:  What do you mean ? 

Soc: Just as we were saying just now . For without a doubt thou sees that Those Contained by  

The Idea of Three must necessarily not only be Three , but Selves must also Be Odd . 

Cebes:  By all means . 
.
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Socrates: We say then , that Such an Idea can never admit The Opposite Idea to That Form ,  
’
which Brings to Completion This Result .

Cebes:  It could not .
 .
Socrates:  But it is indeed , The Idea of Odd , that has Achieved This Result ?

Cebes: Yes .
             .
Socrates:  But Opposite to This Idea (Odd) is The Idea of The Even ?
E
Cebes: Yes . 
            .
Socrates:  Accordingly then , The Idea of The Even will never be present in Three ?

  (
Cebes: Certainly not .
                 
Socrates:  Surely then , Three shares no part of The Even .

Cebes:  No part .
.
Socrates:  Accordingly then , The Idea of The Triad is Uneven (not Odd) .

Cebes:  Yes . (.)
Socrates:  Now then I propose to Define , that Kind/Species , such as The Triad , that is not 

opposite to anything , but nevertheless , It does not accept The Opposite Self , although It is not 

opposite to The Even , yet It does not accept Self any more , because It always brings along  

That which is Opposite to Self  , just as The Idea of The Dyad is to The Odd , and Fire is to 
105A 
Cold , and there are plenty of others - see then if you would truly Define it in this way .  Not only 
- ’
will The Opposite not accept Its Opposite , but also That , which will always bring along  

a Certain Opposite to That ; That which Self brings along , Upon Which Self Depends , will  
  
in no way accept anything of The Oppositeness of That which is brought along . 

                       But , refresh thine memory , for it is no worse for hearing often . 

Five does not accept The Idea of The Even , neither will Ten  -The Double of Five-  accept 

The Idea of The Odd . Thus on the one hand , This Self (10) , is not opposite to the other  (5) ,  

whereas on the other hand , in the same way , It will also not accept The Idea of The Odd .  
B
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Nor the half of a whole , nor in turn the third part , and so on , and all other such fractions    

accept The Idea of Its Opposite Whole , if indeed , if it appears agreeable to thee in this way .  


                                        Number Self by Self            CAUSES (100B)
                                                    Unity                                UNIFIC           
                                                                      The Good-The Beautiful-The Great                          
                                                                   
                                                           
                                      Genus  Whole   Genus     Genus   Whole   Genus
                                       Even                   Odd      Justice               Injustice   
                                     
                                      Species   Part    Species     Species    Part     Species
                                           2                         3            Fire     warm        Ice              
                                           4                         5            Best     better     worse                                     
                                           6                         7                        Effects                   
                                           8                         9          Fire : Air :  : Water : Earth
                                         10                       11        Activities-Energies-Processes
                                                                                            Interactions

Cebes: It most certainly appears agreeable , and I follow thee .


Socrates:   54    Surely then tell me again from the beginning ; and thou should not answer to me
t
hat which I ask , but imitate what I do . 

                   I say then , that Beyond , that safe answer , which was spoken of at first (@ 70E) ,     
’
I now See Another Safe answer Arise from The Logos we have spoken . For if thou were to ask 

me , when coming to be in a body , what makes it hot , my reply to thee , would not be that safe  

unenlightened answer; that which is hotness, but our Logos now provides a more Elegant one ;
105C 
That which is Fire . Nor would I say if thou would ask me what is it that coming to be in a body  
  
will make it sick , I would not say , that which is sickness , but That which is Fever .  Nor , if I 
’’
asked what is That in Number, which will make It Odd ? I will not say, that which is Oddness , 

but That which is The Monad and so also with the others .  Therefore , See if you already  
’       ’        
Sufficiently Perceive That which I desire .
’           
Cebes:  But I do See quite sufficiently . 
.
Socrates:  Please answer then , what is it , which upon coming into a body , will give it Life ?
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Cebes:  That which is Soul (not Vivacity) . 
                     .                                          Monad  :  Odd
Socrates: Is it not true then , that this Always Has to Be in this way ?                    :    : 
DSoul  :  Life
Cebes:  How could it be otherwise ? (
Socrates: Accordingly then , that whatever The Soul Occupies with Self ; She Always   

comes in Bearing  Life to that ?                [-control, possess, maintain, contain]
’
Cebes:  She certainly does come in thus .
                                                               
Socrates:  But is there , or is there not , an Opposite to Life ?
’Just : unjustLife : Death
Cebes:  There is .(.)                                                                :  :                              :   :
Socrates:  What is it ? ( ;)                                                Musical : unmusical    Even : Uneven
Cebes:  Death .(.)
Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that The Soul will not ever at any time accept The Opposite    
                         
of That which She (Always) brings along , as we agreed from What was said before ? 

Cebes:  Most certainly not !


Socrates:   55   What next then ? Surely then what do we now call That which does not accept 

The Idea of The Even ?

Cebes:  The Uneven .

Socrates:  What do we call That which does not accept The Just 

and That which does not accept The Musical ?

Cebes:  The one is that which is unmusical , but the other is that which is unjust .
E
Socrates:  Well said . Then what do we call That which does not admit Death ?
’
Cebes:  That which is Immortal ! (.)
Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that The Soul does not accept/admit/receive Death ?

Cebes:  She does not ! (.)
Socrates:  Accordingly then , The Soul is Immortal .                          Always
Soul : Life :  : Fire : Heat 
Cebes: She is Immortal !                                                                     Necessary
                .
Socrates:   Well said . Shall we say , on the one hand , that this has certainly been proven ?

Or how does it appear to thee ? 
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Cebes:  It is also indeed , most sufficiently proven , O Socrates !

Socrates: What next , O Cebes ?  If it were Necessary that The Uneven be  Indestructible , 

could it be in any other way than that Those that are Three are also Indestructible ?
A
Cebes:  How could it be otherwise ? (                              (Just as The Uneven)        
Socrates:  Is it not so , that if it were Necessary that the Un-hot (Frigid) also be Indestructible , 

then when anyone brought heat to ice , The Frigidity must withdraw un-melted and Remain  

Preserved, for It could not be indeed destroyed, nor in turn could It survive and accept the heat .
 ,    ’
Cebes:  What you say is true .(.)
Socrates: I believe , that if it were also Necessary that the Un-cold (Fire) be similarly 

Indestructible , then whenever anything cold came upon That which is Fire , It could in no way  
’
be extinguished nor destroyed , but It would be gone and so depart Being Preserved .
’
Cebes:  Necessarily .(.)
Socrates:  Is it not also Necessary , that it be said in this way about That which is Immortal ?
B
That if , on the one hand , The Immortal is also Indestructible , therefore it is Impossible for

The Soul , to be destroyed , when Death comes close to Self . For surely then on the one hand ,   
’
She will not accept Death , nor will She Ever Die ,  just as , from what has been said before ,  
’
Those that are Three , will not Ever be Even , nor in turn , we said , will The Odd  . 
’
Surely then , neither will Fire Ever be cold , nor indeed will the heat in Fire .    
                
Yet if someone were to say , “On the one hand , what is there to prevent The Odd from   

not becoming Even when The Idea of The Even approaches It (just as it has been agreed by us) 

while on the other hand , The Odd be destroyed and The Even come to be instead of Self ?” 
C’ 
We can not contend against one who holds on to this belief ; by saying that It   is   not   destroyed   ;  
                                
since The Uneven is not Indestructible . Since if this were conceded to us , then we could easily  

oppose them by saying that at the approach of The Even , The Odd and Those that are Three 

have gone far away ; and we could contend in the same way for Fire and heat and the others . 

Or is this not the case ? (;)
Cebes:  It is , entirely so . (
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Socrates:  Is it not so then , if it is now agreed by us , on the one hand , that The Immortal  

is Indestructible , then The Soul , besides being Immortal , would also be Indestructible ;
 
whereas on the other hand , if it is not so agreed , then we shall need another Logos . 
D           
Cebes: But there is indeed , no need for another one , as far as that goes , for surely how could
’
anything at all not accept destruction , if The Immortal , Being Everlasting accepts destruction !


Socrates:   56    Thus I think , that All would  indeed agree that God and The Ideal Self of Life , 

and that besides Any Other Being that is Immortal , can never be destroyed .

Cebes:  Certainly then , by Zeus ,  absolutely every human being would agree to that ,  

and also even more so besides The Gods , as far as I am concerned .
           
Socrates:  Since then , The Immortal are Indestructible , then Any Other Being besides Soul , 
E
if It also happens to be Immortal , would also be Indestructible ?                                           

Cebes:  Necessarily altogether ! (
Socrates:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , upon the approach of Death to human beings ,  

the mortal part of them dies , as is reasonable , but on the other hand , their Immortal\Deathless 
’
part goes away , being Preserved and Undestroyed , by withdrawing from Death .

Cebes:  So it has come to Light ! (
Socrates:  Accordingly then , The Soul , O Cebes , is most certainly Immortal\Deathless 

and Indestructible , and our souls will really dwell in The Realm of The Un-seen\Hades .

Cebes:  I at least , no longer thus have anything else to say against that , O Socrates , 
              
nor can I in any way distrust The Logos’ .  But , if indeed Simmias or someone else has   
’
something to say , it would be well that they should not keep silent , as I do not see to what  
 ,                      
further Opportunity , other than the one now present , they could put it off , if they wish to say   

or to hear anything on these subjects .

Simmias:  But truly , neither do I , in any way indeed distrust from The Logos that was spoken ;
’
nevertheless , in view of the high importance of the subject which is under discussion , and
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my low valuation of human frailty , I am bound , to still have distrust on behalf of myself 
’
concerning what has been said .
B 
Socrates: Not only that , O Simmias , but also the first hypotheses do indeed still require clearer 
’
examination if they are also to be Trustworthy to us . And if thou also thoroughly discuss selves 
i
n a sufficient way , as it appears to me , thou will follow The Logos as far as a human is able     
        ’’
to do so ; and if This Self becomes clear , thou will seek no further .

Simmias:  You speak The Truth .


Socrates:   57   But it is indeed Just to bear in mind the following , O Virile Ones , that if The  
C’
Soul is Immortal , She truly needs our care not only for the sake of this time , which we call   
,      
Life but for the sake of All time , and that the danger should now truly also appear to be terrible , 
’
if one does not care for Self . For if on the one hand , death were an escape from All , then  
 .    
dying would be a wind-fall , for the wicked , to be freed of the body and at the same time of the
’
wickedness of selves and of their soul . But since she has now come to Light as being Immortal ,
D’
there will be no other escape from Self nor from vice , except the Salvation of becoming as  

Good and as Mindful as possible . For the soul goes to The Realm of The Invisible possessing 
 
nothing else except her Education and Nurture , which are truly said to Greatly Benefit or also 

harm the dead , from the very beginning of the journey in That Place Yonder .

                           Whereas We are Told in this way , that accordingly , when each person dies ,   

The Daimon of each soul , which was allotted to them while living ; This Very Daimon tries to 

Lead them to a Place ; to The Unseen where those who have been gathered together , after 

being Judged , must proceed with That Guide who has been appointed to Lead them 
107E
There from here . But There , having undergone that which they must undergo and stayed there 

the appointed time , Another Guide leads them back safely here after many and long-lasting 

periods of time .      But the journey , on the one hand , is thus not as Aeschylus’ Telephos says ;
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For he says that it is one single path which leads to The Unseen Place ; but on the other hand ,  
A ’
it has come to Light for me , to be neither simple nor one . For then , there would be no need 

of Guides ; for there would be no way anyone could miss the mark if there were only one path .   

But now , it appears likely to have many branches and circuits ; and I Report This from   

The Sacred Rites and The Sure-signs of The Common Laws , here .  Thus , on the one hand ,   

The Well-Ordered and Mindful Soul follows Its Guide and is not ignorant of Her present 

circumstances ; whereas on the other hand , the soul that is passionately attached to the body ,   
B’
as I said before , fearfully-flutters around that and around the visible place ,    

for a long time , struggling much and suffering much , being led away by Force   

and with difficulty by her appointed Daimon . But when she arrives at the place where the others

are , the impure soul which has committed an unjust act , such as , either taking hand in unjust 

slaughter or traffics in such crimes , which are akin to these and which are the activities of souls  

which happen to be akin to such activities . This soul , on the one hand , is avoided and 

turned away by All , and are neither willing to be her fellow-traveler or Guide ; thus on the other 
108C 
hand , self keeps wandering , completely at a loss , until a certain time should arrive ; which upon

having been completed , surely then self is born by necessity to her Proper habitation . 
’
But , The Soul that has completed life in a Pure and Measured Way , meets with The Gods 

as Fellow-Travelers and Leaders , and each Self soon arrives at Her own Proper Place .
                
                      But , there are many and wonderful habitations belonging to The Earth , and  

Self is neither as it is supposed to be by those who are used to talk about The Earth , 

in regards to Her Nature nor Her Size , as I have been persuaded by someone .


Simmias: 58 What does thou mean by this , O Socrates ? For self has surely also heard much       
108D
said about The Earth , but not this which has convinced thee . Thus I will be glad to hear it . 

Socrates: Then in that case, O Simmia , it does not indeed appear to me to take the art of Glaucus
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to set out in detail what is said ; however as to prove their Truth , it has come to Light for me to  
’
be more difficult than that art of Glaucus , and on the one hand , at the same time , I may equally  

not be able to do so , but also on the other hand , even if I had the knowledge , it appears to me 
’
that my life , O Simmias , may not be sufficiently long enough to tell The Logos . But nothing 

keeps me from telling what I am convinced is The Idea of The Earth and the Regions of Self .
E 
Simmias:  But , even that is sufficient .

Socrates: Now then , I am convinced , that in the first place , if The Earth is a Sphere being

in The Middle of Heaven , then Self has no need either of Air or any other necessary element  

such as this , to keep Self from not falling , since The Overall Likeness of  The Self of Heaven  

in relation to Self and The Equal-Balance of The Self of Earth are Sufficient to Maintain Self ; 
A
for an Equally-Balanced Resource , placed in The Middle of Something Homogeneous/Like , 

will have No tendency to incline either more or less (in any direction) but will continue     
’’
to Remain Un-inclined and in The Same Way . 

This therefore , on the one hand , is the first point of which I am persuaded . 

Simmias:  And rightly so indeed .(
Socrates: Secondly then , Any Region of Self is very large , and we live as far as the pillars of 
 
Heracles and up to the river Phasis (the boundary of Europe and Asia) within a small section , 
B
living around the (Mediterranean) Sea , just as ants or frogs live around a pool ; and 
            
many other people , live in many such sections in this Region .       For there are many valleys  

in every direction around The Earth of every kind and shape and size , into which , Water and 

Mist and Air have flowed together . But The Self of Earth , by Being Pure is Laid-Up in    

The Pure Heaven , where The Stars are Established , which the majority of those who usually 

speak about these subjects truly call The Ether ; surely then These are the sediment Thereof ,  
C
and They always flow into the valleys of The Earth . But we who dwell in the valleys of Self

are unaware of this , and we think that we live Above , upon The Earth , just as if someone who 
       ,      
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would be living at the bottom in the middle of the open sea would think they were living upon the

surface of the sea , and by seeing The Sun and The Other Heavenly Bodies through the Water ,  
D
would believe the sea to be the heavens ; but by being slow and frail , they will never  

arrive upon the surface of the sea , and by lifting their head out of the sea , nor have they beheld   

the sight of the region here , which compared to theirs , happens to be much more pure and much 
 
more beautiful, nor would they have heard of it from anyone who has seen it. I am convinced our 
 ,                        
experience is truly also the same as this ; for by living in a certain valley of The Earth , we think

that we live upon Her Upper Region ; and we call the Air “heaven” , as if The Stars made their  
       
journey through this “heaven”, this then is the same , because of our weakness and slowness  
E’
it is not possible for us to completely pass through to The Upper Limit of the Air ; and if ever 
 ’
one would arrive to This Upper Limit , or fly up by becoming winged , by lifting their head 
’
Above the Air they would behold  (just as here , fish would see on rising from the sea 

things here) in the same way they would behold something of The Realities There , and if their

nature were Efficient-enough to Keep Contemplating Them , they would realize , that there 

Truly Is That Heaven , and there Truly Is That Light , just as there Truly Is That Earth .  
A ,       .  
For , on the one hand , this earth and  these stones and this whole region here , are corruptible  

and are being thoroughly eaten away , just as things in the sea are by the salt water , and nothing
(
worth mentioning grows in the sea or as one might say , nothing that Is Perfect . But on the other 

hand , there are caves and sand and an extraordinary amount of slime and mud - wherever there
            
should be earth also - and being in no way whatsoever worthy of comparison with our “beauties”.
            ’ ’
But Those Realities , in Their turn will appear still far more Superior , compared to our region . 
’
And , if there is further need to tell a tale , O Simmias , for it is worth hearing , which 
B
happens to be about The Realities upon The Upper Earth under The Upper Heaven .                
   

Simmias:  But truly , O Socrates , we will indeed be pleased to hear of this tale .
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Socrates:  59   Now then , O companion , in the first place , it is said about The Self Earth , if

one beheld Her from Above , they would see something just like those spherical , multi-colored 

twelve-sided leather balls ; and of Which Colors , the colors here which our painters use to color

are truly just a sample , since Up There , The Whole Earth is Artfully-wrought out of such    
            
colors , but still wrought out of much more Brighter and Purer Colors than these ; for on the one  
C
hand , The Sea-Purple also has a Marvelous Beauty , whereas The Golden , then another of such a
        
White, Whiter than chalk or snow, and in the same way, She is wrought out of the other Colors ,  

even still More Numerous and Beautiful than any we have seen . And since Such Self Valleys  
o
f Self , are full of Water and Air that Sparkle among the Variety of All The Other Colors that 

presents a certain Ideal Color , so that The Ideal of Self Appears in an Continuous Variety . 

Then , The Plants that grow in This Earth , such as The Trees and The Flowers and Their Fruits ,
D  
grow in an Analogous Beautiful Way ; and in turn , so also do The Hills and The Stones possess 

The Same Corresponding Beautiful Color , but They are also Sooth and Transparent ;      

and of which the precious stones here ; our blue-gray quartz  , and  green quartz and our emeralds
      
and all the rest of these , are scarcely but fragments of Those .   But There , not one stone exists
E
which is not of That Kind , and even More Beautiful than these here . Since The Cause of This Is
’
that There , The Stones are Pure and not subject to decomposition , nor to corruption by   

decay and brine , just as those here have indeed been subject to break down , up to now ,   

which also bring deformity and disease upon the stones , earth and the other animals and plants . 

But The Self of Earth has been Adorned with all These and also with Gold and Silver and 

moreover Other Metals such as These .For Self is Revealed by Nature , as Being Broad-breasted  
A 
and Over-flowing and Massive and Present Everywhere , so that The Idea of The Self of Earth  

is a Spectacle for The Sight of The Blessed . And there are many other Living Beings and humans
’
upon Self ; some , on the one hand , live Inland , but others , at the edge of The Air ,  just as 
’
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we live at the edge of the sea , then others , live on Islands which are close to The Mainland  

which is surrounded by The Air .  And in a word , that which Water and The Sea is to us    

for our use , this , That Air is to Them , and , The Ether is to Them just as the Air is to us . 

Then such Climate of Self is Entirely Controlled , so that They Live without disease , and 
B
Live much longer than we do here , so also for Their eyesight and hearing and Mindfulness and 

all such senses .       For That Self is as far removed from ours in Purity as the distance that    

That Air is removed from Water and Ether from Air . And Selves Truly also have Groves and  

Temples of The Gods , in which Gods Really Dwell , and Selves Come to be in Communion 

with The Gods and with The God-like Selves by Speech and Inspiration and by Perception 
C 
and indeed They See The Sun and Moon and Stars , just as Selves so happen to Be .   
’
Their Happiness/Good-Daimonia/Blessedness is also in Accordance with Them in other Ways .


60             Surely then on the one hand , so also is The Nature of The Whole Earth and of Her 

Environs ; whereas on the other hand , in The Whole Self , there are many regions that are 
’
determined by the valleys encircling about Self ; on the one hand , some are deeper and open- 

wide even more than those in which we live ; but on the other hand , others by being deeper have 
D -  
a narrower expanse when compared to selves of our region , and furthermore there are 
’  ’
some shallower in depth but are wider than those here . And all these valleys are connected 

with each other , below The Earth by narrower and broader channels , which have been dug-out 

in many places , through which , on the one hand , much Water flows , from one valley , into   

another , just as if flowing into mixing bowls , and countless great Rivers of both hot and cold 

Water , flow beneath The Earth perpetually , but on the other hand , so does much Fire and 
E
great Rivers of Fire , and also many mud-flows , both purer and fouler , 

just as in Sicily , the flowing rivers of mud , flow in advance of the flowing river of lava itself . 

Which flows , truly filling up every region , that each flow happens to reach   
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each of the regions . Thus , all these regions flow up and down , just as if being in some kind of  

fluctuation inside The Earth . Accordingly then , the nature of the Self flux is such as follows . 

In one of the wide expanses of The Earth , which happens to be far more the greatest , and also 
A  
pierces through The Whole Earth; it is the very one which Homer mentioned when self said:
’

                       “Far down , beneath The Nether Region , where the deepest pit is ; ”        Iliad 8-14
’

and which he elsewhere , and many other poets also , call that region Tartarus . For into  

This expanse , All the rivers flow together , and again flow out of This . Thus each

of these rivers also becomes affected by The Nature of The Earth through which it may flow . 
    ’
Since The Cause for all of their flowing into and out of This Place ,  is , that this flow     

has neither Foundation nor Firmament . And surely then it fluctuates , swelling up and down , 

and air and wind about It do the same ; for they also follow the flow to Self when it is impelled 

to This and to that part of The Earth , and just as the breath of those who breathe ,  

the flow of air always goes in and out , so also there , the air flow is suspended together with  

the liquid flow and produces some terrible and irresistible winds as it goes in and out .   

Thus whenever the water withdraws to what we indeed call the lower region , the flow 
C
flows through those parts of The Earth and fills selves up , as if the water was being pumped in ;

and when in turn, it leaves behind That place it is then impelled here, filling these regions again ,

and the valleys having been filled , it flows through the channels and through The Earth , and  

in each case , arrive at the regions , into which each of the channels lead , creating seas and 

marshes and rivers and springs. But from there plunging under The Earth again, and on the one
h
and , some flow around larger and more numerous regions , and on the other hand , others  
D
flow around less numerous and smaller regions , then rush back again into Tartarus , some ,  

at a point , much lower than where they issued forth , but others only a little lower ; but all  

flowing below the outfall . Some of them flow straight down from where they flowed out , 
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but others flow to the same side ; then those which flow round The Earth completely in a circle , 

either once or many times , are like snakes , winding round as far down as possible ,   

then one by one rush back again .Thus it is possible to flow down , from each side , as far as  
E
the center , but not beyond ; for that part of the river-flows becomes steep from both sides .
’

61            Thus , there are certainly many other large flows of all kinds , but then  
’
among these many flows there happen to be four of note ; The Greatest , which flows 

on the outside in a circle is called Oceanus ; but opposite to this and flowing   

opposite direction , is Acheron (untamed) ; which flows through other desolate regions and truly 
A’
also flows under The Earth making its way to the Acherousian wet-lands , in which the souls

of the majority end up after death , and remain there for a certain allotted time ; being longer

for some , shorter for others , they are sent back again to be born as living creatures .  

Then the third river issues forth in between these , and it comes out close to its source to a  

large region burning with much Fire , and creates a comparatively larger wet-land than our sea ,  

boiling with water and mud ; then from there it moves in a circle , foul and muddy ,     
B  
winding on its way , until it arrives among other places , to the end of the Acherousian wet-lands 
’
not mixing with its waters; then, coiling many times under The Earth, farther down it flows into

Tartarus ; then this flow is named Pyriphlegethon (blazing-Fire) , and whose streams burst- 
’
forth from The Earth as volcanic eruptions in many places . Then in turn in opposite direction 
-
to this , the fourth river first issues forth , into a terrible and wild region , as the whole region

is said to have a dark-blue kind of color , which is truly named Stygian (abhorrent) , and the 
C
wet-land , which this river creates by flowing into this region , is called Styx ; then its waters  
’
flowing into this wet-land , also acquire dread powers , sink under the earth , winding round 

it moves in the opposite direction to the Pyriphlegethon and in every way opposite from the

Acherousian wet-land ; and neither do its waters mix with any other ; but this river also   
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flows round in a circle opposite to the Pyriphlegethon , flowing into Tartarus ; 

thus as the poets tell us , the name of this same fourth river, is Cocytus (Wailing) .


62                 Therefore such is the nature of these matters . But when the dead arrive at
D        
the region to which each has been attended by their Guiding Daimon , they are on the one hand , 

first judged as to whether they lived a Good and Pious Life or not . And those who shall be seen  

to have lived an average life , are taken to the Acheron , embarking such vehicles as there are  

for selves , upon these they are taken to the wet-land , and if anyone did any wrongdoing , There 

they live , and being purified of the injustice they have committed , they are justly determined  
  
to be released , and are justly rewarded for their Good works according to the worthiness   
E
of each one .                 Whereas on the other hand , those who are deemed incurable , because of 
’
the enormity of their crimes , who have either committed many great sacrileges    

or many beyond-lawless and unjust murders or did other deeds such as these ; thus      

their proper fate , is to be cast into Tartarus , from which , they never emerge .  But those who 
’
are seen to have wrongfully committed curable but great crimes , such as doing some violence 

to their father or mother in a fit of anger , but have passed the rest of their life being repentant , 
’
or those who engaged in killing someone in another similar manner , these then , 
A
must necessarily be carried into Tartarus first , but then when a year passes , the waves               

push them out of there again ; those , on the one hand , who are guilty of murder by way of 
 
Cocytus , and those , on the other hand , who have committed patricide or matricide by way of

Pyriphlegethon . Then , after they have been carried along to the Acherousian wet-land ,  

here , they cry-out and call , some , to those which they killed , others , to those which they 

abused , and calling them , they also beseech them to please allow them to step out into the 
B’
wet-land and to accept them , and on the one hand , if they persuade them , they step out and   

their suffering comes to an end , but then if they do not persuade them , they are carried 
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back again into Tartarus and from there in turn into the other rivers , and this continues               

without stopping sooner until they shall have persuaded those they have wronged ; for self is the

judgment which the judges imposed upon selves . But Those , on the other hand , who shall truly


be seen to have lived Life in a Supremely Pious Way , These Very Ones are given Freedom and 

are Liberated , on the one hand , from the inner regions of The Earth , as if from prisons ; and     

on the other hand , arriving Above at The Pure Habitation , They make Their Home            
C   
upon The Earth . Then , Those who have Purified Selves sufficiently by Philosophy , and   

from that time hence  , will live altogether without a body ; and They will arrive at    

even more Beautiful Habitations , which is neither easy to describe clearly , nor do we now 

have sufficient time to do so . But truly , O Simmias , for the sake of these matters which we have

necessarily gone through in detail  , make every effort , so as to Participate of Excellence 

and Mindfulness during thine life ; for The Prize is Beautiful and The Hope is Great .

62        Thus on the one hand , it is not proper for a person who Participates of Intellect to insist 
D
that these matters have to literally be in this way , just as I have described them , but this appears 
    
to me , to be Proper and Worthy to risk the belief that it has to be in this way -for the risk is a 

Noble One-  that either this or something like this , is certainly the case about our souls and their  
’’
habitations , seeing that The Soul is evidently Immortal , and that it is Necessarily Befitting

to sing such myths to Themselves , just as if they were an incantation , and surely then , 

on which account , I at least , have just now been prolonging the tale . Since surely then , for         

the sake of those matters , it is necessarily befitting for Braves to be of Good Cheer in regards 
E
to The Soul of Themselves, whosoever in this life , on the one hand , ignores the other pleasures  
 
and forbids adornments concerned with the body , as being “unlike One’s Own” ,  and are more  

likely to lead to something other (than Good) , but on the other hand , has seriously concerned   


Themselves with The Pleasures of Learning , and Adorned Their Soul not with alien but with 
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The Adornments of Self : Soundmindedness and Righteousness and Virility and Freedom 

and Truth , and In This Way , await Their Journey into The Invisible Region of Hades ;  
A 
by Being Prepared to go, when Their Allotted Destiny Summons . Then thou on the one hand , 

O Simmias and Cebes , and the rest of thee , will each take that journey at some time afterwards ; 

but on the other hand , my Allotted Destiny Summons me even now , as a tragic poet might say ,

and so it is nearly the hour for me to turn towards my bath ; for it truly seems better to be already 

bathed , then drink the potion that the women may not have the trouble of washing the corpse . 

Phaedon :  64    Surely then when Self had finished saying These Logos , Crito said …

Criton:  Very well , O Socrates , what then is thine last will either to me or to them , about

thine children or anything else concerning thee ; whatever we can do in Good-Will 

that would serve thee the most .
 
Socrates:  Just as I always say , O Criton , nothing new ; that by taking care of thine own selves   

you will serve yourselves and me and those that are mine and those that are thine , doing what
’
ever thou does , in Goodwill , even if thou does not agree with me now ; but on the other hand ,  

if thou fails to Care for your selves , and are unwilling to live following The Tracks , as it were , 
’        
concerning Logos’ we have now discussed and on previous occasions , thou will achieve nothing 

of much Value , no matter how much or how strongly thou agrees with me at this moment .
C  ,         
Crito:  We shall certainly be eager to do this as thou says , but in what way shall we bury thee ? 

Socrates:  In any way thou may wish , if indeed thou can catch me and not fly-away from thee . 

Phaedon: Laughing quietly , but at the same time , also looking at us , he said …

Socrates: I do not persuade Crito , O People , that I am This Socrates Who is Discoursing 

now and arranging each affair that I say , but he believes me to be that thing , which soon    
’  
he will later see as a corpse , and so he asks how he shall bury me . But I have for a long time 


made the drawn-out Logos , that after I drink the potion , then , I shall no longer remain 
D 
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with thee , but I will go far away , into a certain Truly Blessed Destiny of The Good Daimons  .
’
but self thinks that I have said this in a vain attempt of encouraging yourselves and myself also . 
’
Then swear an oath to Crito on my behalf , the opposite to the one which was sworn to the 

judges .  For on the one hand , Crito swore that I would surely stay ; but thou , on the other hand ,
E
must swear that I will surely not remain after I die , but that I shall go far away , in order that     

Crito may bear it easily , and seeing my body either being burned or buried , will not be perturbed

on my behalf , as if I were suffering terribly , that he may not say at the funeral , that he is either

laying-out , or carrying-out , or burying Socrates .  For thou knows well , O Good Friend Crito , 

that to express oneself incorrectly , not only entails striking a false note , but this also infects       
      
our Soul with a certain ignobility . Therefore , you must be of Good cheer , and say  

thou are burying my body , and bury it in the way that appears to be most customary and 

in such a way that may appear Dear to thee .
A
Phaedon: 65  Upon saying that , he got up and went to another room so as to take his bath , 

and Crito followed Self , but he told us to wait . Therefore , we waited , talking 
’
among our selves , about what had been said and examining it well , but then again at other times 
’
letting feelings about the misfortune pass through , which had befallen us , we all felt 

absolutely , just as if we had been deprived of a father ; to be dispersed as orphans for the rest 

of our lives ! But after he had washed , the women of his household arrived and the children      
B .   
were brought to Self  since two sons of Self were small , but another one was older–
’ 
He spoke to them in front of Crito and gave what instructions he wished , then on the one hand ,  

he sent the women and children away , and on the other hand , Self came to us . It was now  
’
close to sunset ; for he had stayed inside for a long time .Thus he came , refreshed from his bath 
’
and after that not much was said , and the servant of the eleven came and stood by Self and said:  
’

The servant:  O Socrates , I shall not reproach thee as I reproach the others . For they  
C
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get angry with me and curse me , when I announce to selves (it is time) to drink the potion ;  

obeying the orders of my superiors . But , during the time thou have been in this place , I have 

come to know thee , in other ways , as being The Noblest , The Gentlest and The Best Brave who 

has ever come here , so truly now also , I know well that since thou recognize those responsible ,  
’
thou will not be angry at me , but at them .    For now , thou knows what message I bring ,

Fare Well , and try to endure what thou must , as easily as possible .

Phaedon:  All this time he was weeping , then he turned and went away . 
D
And Socrates looked up at Self and said…

Socrates: Fare Thee Well also , and we shall do this , just as thou bids .

Phaedon: And at the same time , Socrates turned to us and said …

Socrates: How Courteous the human is !  And during my whole time here , he has come in and 

conversed with me at different times , and he was the most Agreeable of people . 

And how Nobly he now weeps for me . Come then , O Crito , let us truly be persuaded by Self ,
 ’
and someone bring the potion , if it is prepared ; but if it is not , let the human-being prepare it .

Criton:  But , O Socrates , I at least , think the sun is still shining upon the hills and  
E’
has not yet set . And at the same time , I know that many others drink quite a long time after         
s
elves have received the message , eating and drinking quite a bit , and some of them which       

indeed would have intimacy with their loved ones . So , do not hurry ; for there is still time .
’
Socrates:  Naturally indeed , O Crito , for those people , to do these things , which thou says ,  

for they believe that they derive some benefit from doing these things , but , as far as I am 

concerned , these things do not come naturally for me to do , for neither do I expect any benefit 
A
from drinking (the potion) a little later , other than to indeed to become ridiculous in my own 
eyes’
sight , by clinging to life , and be sparing of it , when there is none still left .  


So do as I ask of thee and do not act in some other way .
’
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Phaedon:    66    And hearing this , Crito nodded to the boy who was standing near .                     
                             
And the boy went out and after a time came back with the one who was to administer the potion , 

carrying the preparation in a cup .    Then , when Socrates saw the human-being , he said : 

Socrates: Well , O Good One , since thou are knowledgeable in these matters , what must I do ?

Administrator:  Nothing other than to drink and walk around , until thou should feel a 
B                     
heaviness in thine legs , at that time lie down , and in this way Self will act .
   ,  .  
Phaedon: And at the same time , he offered the cup to Socrates , who took it most  Graciously, 

O Echecrates , without a tremor nor any change of feature or of color or of expression ,  

but looking under his eyebrows at the human , just like a bull , in his usual habit , he asked :
’   
Socrates: What does thou say about pouring a libation from this drink ?  It is allowed or not ?

Administrator:  O Socrates , we prepare as much as we believe the measure to be drunk .
 ,          .
Socrates: I understand , so it is allowed (spillage) , and indeed one must , surely say a Prayer    
C’
to The Gods , that The Migration from here to There may be Fortunate . 

Surely then , This is also what I Pray and may it be in this way .

Phaedon: And at the same time that he was saying this , he was holding It out (as an Offering)  , 
’                        
and then He Drained It Graciously and Very Well-Content . And most of us had been able  

not to weep and to restrain ourselves reasonably well , at least up till then , but as we saw   

him drinking and having drunk it , we could no longer do so ; but indeed my very own tears, kept 
’
gushing-out in force , so that covering up , I entirely forgot myself ; for I was indeed , truly not   
   
weeping for That Man , but I was weeping for the fortune of myself , of being deprived of such a 
D
Virile Companion . But even before me , since Crito was not able to restrain his tears and 
. 
at that time went outside . But even before this time , Apollodoros had not ceased from crying ,  

and truly , at this very moment with his loud roaring lamentation and his perturbation , no one  


whatsoever of those present , could not break-down ,  except indeed That Self of Socrates .
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Then at that time , That Self said … ( 
Socrates:  What are thou doing , O Marvelous Fellows ?  (Not Noble for Philosophers)
D) 
This is certainly not the least reason , for the sake of which , I sent away the women : 

in order that they may not behave in such a discordant way ; 
E
for I have also heard that one should die in Silence/Peace .
Good-Language =No-Language
So be Quiet and Take Control and Master Yourselves .
’  
Phaedon: And hearing his Logos made us all ashamed , and we Checked our tears .
  . 
Then he walked around , and when he said his legs were heavy , he lay on his back ; 

for thus was the advice of the human ; and at the same time the one who gave him the potion 

after some time laid his hands on him , testing his feet and legs , and then          
  
pressing hard upon the foot of Self , asked if he felt it ; to which he responded that he did not ; 
’
and after this he tested his calves again ; and in this way reaching the upper body    
A  
showed us , that it was also cold and stiff . And laying his hands on him again also said   
       
that when it reached his heart , at that time he would be gone . Then by the time that the cold    
  
was getting near to the abdomen of Self , he uncovered his head ; for he had covered it , saying …

- which was truly the last thing he uttered-

Socrates:  O Crito , we Owe a cock to Asclepius . Pay it back then , and do not neglect to do so .

Crito:  This then , shall be done , but see if there is anything else thou has to say .
’
Phaedon: Self made no further reply to this question , but after a few moments he moved and
’
the human uncovered Self , and his eyes were fixed ; then upon seeing this , 

Crito closed his mouth and eyes .

67                Such was the end , O Echecrates , of our companion , 

a Virile Being , as we should say , who was , of all those whom we have known ,

both now and then , The Best and The Most Mindful and The Most Righteous  .
 

Sunday 14 March 2004 Friday 7 September 2012 Thursday 6 October 2016                               
                                             Sunday 31 January 2021
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Reflections of a Student 

     While attending one of Pierre Grimes’ classes at The Philosophical
Research Society , he demonstrated to us , that the myth being referred to , at
the beginning of The Phaedo (58a) is a symbolic/analogous form of the 
perilous journey of The Soul.  For the labyrinth into which the youths were 
delivered is analogous to the world of opinion into which we are born. A 
myth, has a divine setting intent upon the divine ascent (drama) of The Soul,
with the Hero as the Ideal human/model.  For just as Theseus, the Hero, 
accompanies 14 would be sacrificial victims, in order to slay the Minotaur 
and therefore not only saves himself but also the other youths ; so also does 
Socrates explore the nature of death with the 14 people who are with him 
before his death.  For the philosopher, the slaying of death is really a kind of 
purification.  Socrates demonstrates to those present, that death is just the 
other side of life, just as night is the other side of day.  Since these are the 
two sides of the whole of the everlasting cycle, for the living come from the 
dead just as the dead come from the living.  True Philosophy is the study of 
death and the practice of dying, through the separation of The Soul from the 
body.  Yet, paradoxically, there is no separation from Life in what we call 
“death”.  For in The Platonic World-view, The Soul, The Very Principle of 
Life, encompasses and permeates not only every existing/living body in The 
Kosmos, But It is also That which Encompasses and Permeates The Whole 
Kosmos, in every level, with Vitality, Life Itself, from Its Highest Form, to 
the lowest.

With my Highest Regard and Gratitude

to my Beloved Teacher,

Maria J. Balboa
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